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Victory in Spain

EVERYONE who congratulates the British team on its victory in tbis year's
International Glidillg Championships, held at Madrid in July, adds to

the congratulations a theory. The purpose of the theory is to explain not
only why the winner won, but why the team as a whole did so well.

No two theories are exactly alike. Some are based on pure speculation,
others on experience of past international contests, or on comparisons with
the performance of other competitors who did, or did not, use similar
equipment, fly the same sailplane type, put in as much preliminary practice,
and so on. What no-one will do is to take the result for granted, because
no British team has done anything like it before. .

Reasons for the victory are put forward by contributors to this issue of
GLIDING who are entitled to speak with authority. They are many-sided and
will be read with interest. To assist this, study, we have contributed diagrams,
on page 99, which show how the position of the various pilots changed
day by day.

However, the victory is a fact. British soaring skill has been built up
almost in isolation, in a country not well suited for high performances, and
with little outside help apart from a small government subsidy before the
war and the Kemsley Flying Trust after it, over a period of 22 years. And
now, with some first-class equipment generously loalled and given, it has
come out on top in competition with soaring pilots from. four continents.

In this, the last section of GLIDING to go to press, we have just time to
record an occasion which fittingly rounds off the events connected with the
Championship meeting. This was a reception given by the Rt. Hon. Alan
Lennox-Boyd, Minister of Transport and Civil Aviation, and Lady Patricia
Lennox-Boyd, when many people prominent in civil aviation were invited
to meet the British party who had been to Spain. Among the guests were
no less than fOUT former Ministers of Civil Aviation. During the evening
Mr. Lennox-Boyd read out the following letter he had received from the
Prime Minister:-

"Pray congratulate on my behalf the British team who did so well in
the International Gliding Championships, especially Mr. Philip Wills who
is now World Champion,and also the Slingsby Sailplane Company on the
success of their gliders. .

Winston S. Chur,chill".
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B.G.A. News

---->c:;;>e----

Reviews

New British Record.
A:- .f<lin of height of 12,750 feet was

achIeved by RQier Austin and A. Wo
Bedford in a Krankh two-seater ,on 16th
August. This has been homologated bY the
B.G.A. Council as a Multi-seater British
National record, and also a U.Ko Local
record, for gain of height. The previous
record was 10,080 feet, set up at Cambridge.

The ABC of Gliding: by Fox GREEN.

Published b) George AlIen & Unwin, Ltd.,
London, 1952. Price 12s. 6<1.

This bOOk is intend-ed, not as a complete
te)!.t-book, but as a supplement to the usual
instruction on the flying field. Primary
instruction is assumed to be dODe by the
solo method, and the routine is that em
prQyed for some years by the B.A.F.O.
clubs in Germanr. Nevertheless, the greater
part of the advice given wo~ld apply also to
pupils trained by dual on two-seaters, and
is on the whole very sound. The pupil is
taken up to ,the stage of catching thermals
and 'slope-soaring, and there is a chapter on
winch-driving and one on instruments.

Many diagrams in the book are too
clumsily drawn, especially as it is got up
like a library book rather than a pocket
companiono-A.E.S.

----:><:>c:----

£ s. d.
2,203 11 0

I 10 0 JoB. Thaine
I 0 0 T. Ho'Beck
3 3 0 D. Co Mandeville

10 0 Anonymous
5 0 0 E. H. Thierry
4 0 0 J. Karran

20 0 0 Pye TeIecommunications
$0 0 0 S~ll-Mex and BoP. Ltd.

1 1 0 L.C. Nash
25 0 0 United Dominions Trust
10 10 0 Standard Telephones

(Woolwich)
10 10 0 Standard Telephones

(New Southgate)
3 3 0 Army Gliding Club

8 0 Jo Fo P. Archbold
0 () Anonymous

2 0 0 Anonymous
10 10 0 M. B,. Wild &Co. Ltd.
2 0 0 R.HoAngus
2 2 0 Ro D. M.. Harper
5 0 0 Philip Cooper
5 5 0 Midland Gliding Club

2,367 3 0 Total raised by Appeal

RegulatioQS for Records in Gliding and
for the Award of Gliding Bapges, and
Regulations for World Championships in
Gliding'. Obtainable from British Gliding
Association, price 2!\.

In the last issue, we criticised this invalu
able little booklet on the score of bad
translation into Enilish from the French
master text. We now fincl that the criticism
was based on 3.f! early draft, and the ac,tual
hoOklet for sale is a perfectly straight
[orward translation. We apologise to the
F.AoI. and «>Ur readers fQr thu mistake.
The booklet remains a "must".-e.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS APPEAL
FINAL LIST

Operational Regulations.

As a result of the statistical work of the
Accident Analysis Pane'1, the Coum;il of the
British Gliding Association now has suffi
cient facts to feel that it is essentialto adopt
the following' additional Operational Reg
ulation;-

"No pupil shall be permitted to fly a solo
circuit, or to proceed to more advanced solo
exercises, until he has received instructions
in stalls and incipient spins, and proved his
competence in this respect to his Club C,F.!.
or to an Instructor nominated by him. The
instruction in stalls and incipient spins can
be given on powered aircraft if no other
method is available".

The Regu'1ation will come into force as
soon as the usual arrangements can be made
to provide facilities for Instructors' Courses
to be made available.



".

u.s.A'.

Country
Argentina

Belgi~m
Brazil
Canada

Ge~ny
Gt. Britain

HolI.:nd
Italy
S. Africa
Spain

Den~ark
Egypt
Finland

SlDgle-seater Entries

Pilot Sailplane
Bazet Horten XV

Horten XV
Ortner Sky
Cuadrado Sky

Australia Waghom Weihe
Hoinville Kranich
Gildell,lyn Soha'

ih
J

Munch We e
Boudreault Weihe
Pow Weihe
Feddersen Weihe
Kamil Condor
Koskincn Pik·3
Tandefelt Weihe
Saari Weihe
Marbleu Air 100
Pierre C.-M. 8-15
Landi Breguet 900
De Lassageas Air 100
Gasnier Arsenal 4-111
Haase Condor TV
Forbes Sky
Stephenson Sk)
Welch Sky
Wills Sky
Foster Sky
Ordelman Sky
Brigliadori Pinocchio
Lasch Weihe
Nunez Weille
Salinas Weihe
Ara Weihe

S~den Nilsson Weibe
"Lof Weihe

Switzerland Fahrliinder Moswey III
Gehriger Weihe
Kuhn Moswey III
Schachenmann Air 100
Johnson RJ-5
Smith Schweizer 1-21
MacCready SC'hweizer 1·23
Schweizer Schweizer 1·23

W orId Championships
Diagrams show changes in order of total

markings on each competition day, with
final scores. A circle signifies sailplane out
of action.

Two-Seater Entries
Country Pilot Sailplane
Brazil Rodriguez Kranich
Canada Jeffcry Kranich
Denmark Rasmussen Kranich

Jen$en Kranich
Egypt Kamil Condor IV
Finland J{ahva Kranich

Rautio Kranich
Germany Reitseh Kranich IU.. Kensche Condor IV

Frowein Kranich III
Zieg1er Mu 13E

Holland Koek Kranich
Italy Mantelli Canguro

Guerrini CaDguro
Norway Haydn Kranich
Spain Juez Kranich

Vicent Kranich
D.S.A. Beuby Kranich
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Contest Days at Madrid

3rd July: Free Distance
Wills won the draw for th~ first launch

and had it at 12.08; the 58th and last launch
was at 1.13 p.m., which is a tribute to the
organizers. It should be mentioncxl that
actual time by the sun was I hr. 20 mins.
earlier than Spanish clock time; of this, i
hour is due to Summer Time. 15 minutes to
geographical and S miDS- to astronomical
adjustments.

Pierre was the day's winner with 186 miles
(300 kIDs) to the Ebro valley. Next were
Gildemyn (185 miles), Gehriger (183),
Forbes (161), Kuhn (158) and Cuadrado
(153). Wills went 126 miles, and Welch 116.
Most of the pilots wen~ in a north-easterly
direction, but Stephenson chose S.W. to
avoid a forecast cold front, met increasing
contrary winds, and made the shortest
single-seater distance of 60 miles.

The cold front took the form of an
extremely shallow gale spreading out from
a line ofcumulo-nimbus clouds to the north,
caught several pilots unprepared, and led to
damaged sailplanes. One of these, Frank
Foster, was flung against a telegraph pole
when about to land after going 137 miles,
and was put out of action for the rest of the
meeting. His marks would have put him in
12th place. Lasch and SCbachenmann also
suffered write-offs.

In the two-seater contest Beuby (U.S.A.)
did best with 166 miles.

ISO miles. Foster climbed 17000 ft. above
release. '

Wills airborne again on 28th' Stephenson
went 140 miles N.E. on 29th. '

Monday, 30th JUDe.-Qffidal opening
ceremony in late afternoon, performed by
General Gaellarza, Spanish Minister for
Air. This was followed by two days'
discussion on procedure, during which
more practice flying was done. David Ince
(reserve pilot) flew Foster's Sky on 30th.

5th July: Goal Flight
Pilots CQuld c.hoose their goals from a list

of 32, but in the favourite direction to the
N.B. there was no intermediate choice
between 76.4 miles to Torresavinan and
170.3 miles to Z3ragoza. Pilots fairing to
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lJ.

HERE we give a summary of the contest
flying during the International Cham·

pionships, to give readers a general view
before reading the articles that follow.

First we will summarize the flying during
the preliminary practice period, which was
made possible by the generous action of
Jack Rice in bringing his Miles Messenger
and iivini OUI pilots aero-tows.

Saturday, %Ist June.-,-Wills and Forbes
found thermals exceptionally good, even for
Spain. Nearly as good on Sunday.

Mooday, 23rd.-Forbes and Wills,
starting at 3.30 and 4 p.m. respectively,
flew 100 kms. N.E. and lOO kms. back.
Wills reached 17,000 ft. a.s.l. (aerodrome
2,000 ft.).

Tuesday, 24th.-WilIs attempted B,ritish
out-and-return record, but damaged his
Sky landing on a football field. Forbes
200 kms. to goal and part way back.

Wednesday, 25th.-Rest of team arrived
yesterday. Stephenson 30 kms out; returned
under O\'Crcast when all others grounded.
Repairs to sailplanes of Wills. and Welch
(damaged on journey).

Thunday, 26th.-British set themselves a
task: to Navalmoral, 103 miles upwind, and
return. Difficult area 20-30 kms. to S.W.;
none got more than halfway.

Friday, 27th.-British set task of goal
flight to Huesca, 200 miles. All four (Wills
still grounded) were r~rted by the Spanish
to have got there; actually they went about



Kahva (Finland) made the longest distance,
152 miles, in a Kranich, and Hanna Reitsch
was close behind with 146 miles. Juez made
only 88 miles but, nevertheless, maintained
his lead among the two-seaters.

Best single-seater performance was 151.6
miles by Feddersen (Denmark), followed by
Gehriger (148), WiJls (146), tof (142),
Forbes, Stephenson and Cuadrado (each
140). Johnson made 117 miles,Welch 116and
Pierre 108. Wills consequently leaped into
first place in total markings, with 3,579 to
Pierre's 3,337, while Forbes totalled 3,318.
The contest had become more exciting than
ever.

11th July: Race to Goai
Contestants were asked to decide between

Goal Flights and a Race. Voting was equal,
and the organizers gave their casting vote
for a race, fixing Torresavi1'\an again as the
goal. But though tlile route was the same
as before, the weather was very different,
for instead of flying from thermal to
thermal, competitors had to negotiate a
thunderstorm which crossed their path.

Wills and Forbes both climbed high in
the thunderstorm, so as to !urn height int.o
speed. Welch circumvented it and Stephen
son took nibbles at it but was sunk by an
extensive downcurrent, short of the goal,
as were several others.

Fastest speed for the day was sensational
-66.8 m.p.h. (107.51 km.p.h.) by Johnson
in RJ-5; the storm gave him an almost
continuous upcurrent. MacCready was
next best with 55.55 m.p.h.

Inside the storm cloud Wills reached
24,000 ft. Unfortunately his barograph
failed to register the top of the climb, Or he
would have regained the British height
record, but it registered enough to give him
another diamond to his Gold C. He made
the third best speed with 52.43 m.p.h.,
which was more than Pierre's 49.4, so
retained his top place in the final position.

Landi (France) made 51,4 m.p.h. and
Forbes 5().5. If only Johnson Ilad not gone
so fast and reduced the speed marks of
everybody else, Forbes would have been far
enough ahead of Pierre to reach second
place in the final list, but he missed it by 5
points and came third.

Vincent (Spain), with 49.2 m.p.h., was
fastest among the two-seaters, and Juez
second, keeping his top place in the totals.

A magnificent prizegiving party on the
for night of the 13th concluded the meeting.
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9th July: Free Distance

This distance competition was postponed
from the day before, when the organizers
changed their minds after four pilots had
already been launched.

It was a good day for two-seaters,

7th July: Race to Goal
The goal was 'forresavifian. Pilots were

time,} from release from aero-tow over'
Cuatro Vientos and oncrossing the finishing
line. Marking was in propQrtion to the
square of the speed, modified in such a way
that the fewer pilots reached the goal, the
fewer marks would be given for speed and
the more for distance.

Wills came out on top this day, being
launched into a powerful thermal and
finishing ,the course m I hr. 24 mins. 25 secs.
at 54.21 m.p.h. (87.41 km.p.b.). Since Pierre
did only 41.64 m.p.b., Wills nearly caught
him up in the total markings for the first
three days, reaching 2,616 to Pierre's 2,624.
Next came MacCreadywith 53.52m.p.h. and
Forbes, who beat Ordelman by 2 seconds,
with 51.08.. Welch came 6th with 49.64, and
Stephenson 14th with 41.88 m.p.h.; Wag-
horn was 201h with 37.69. .

Among the single-seaters 31 out of 33
reached the goal, and of two-seaters 11 out
of 16. Frowein was best of the two-seaters
with 42.94 m.p.h., then Beuby, 42.18, and
Juez, 40.28. Juez kept his lead in total
points.

reach their goal were marked in proportion
to the square of their distance. Bonus for
reaching it was 30 per cent.

Pie~re a~ain made the longest distance,
reach109 his goal at Leon, 180 miles in the
less popular N.W. direction. Next were
Stephenson and Wills, reaching their goal
at Zar,agoza, as did also Juez who thereby
put Spain in the lead in the two-seater class.
Fourtb and fifth in the single-seater class
were Cuadrado and Ordelman, with goal
Rights of 140 miles southwards to Albacete,
and next Forbes and Ortner, who both gave
Zaragoza but fell short by 9 and 12 miles
respectively.

Hoinvilte and Wag,horn, with 10 other
single-seater and 7 two-seater pilots, all
reached their goal at Torresavifian.

Welch tried for Vitoria and got 124 miles
of the 182, while MacCready and Schweizer
found Badajos, 194 miles to the S.W., far
out of reach'.



The 1952 Wodd Championships
by Philip Wills

THE most important thing about our
success in Madrid was that it was a

S)JCcess ()f the whole British team. It is
probably possible for a single brilliant pilot
~ith adeq,uate back!ng .to . produce an
Isolated trIUmph, which, 10 Itself, proves
nothing about the soundness or otherwise
of hi, home Gliding movement. But when
a whole team of four pilots (which, I have
no doubt, would have been five but for
Frank Foster's stroke of ill-fortune which
put him out of the running on the first day)
finishes 1st, 3rd, 9th and 11th in a field of
39 single-seaters, and when pilots of other
nations fiying the same Britjsh aircr.aft
finish 4th, 7th and 14th, such a result can
spring only from a home movement
thoroughly virile and sound in every way.
The ~st flowers only grow in the right soil.

How, in the name of Fortune, did we do
it?

Looking back through the series of rather
sad analytical reports after each of the first
three International Competitions, in 1937
at the Wasserkuppe, 1948 Samaden, and
1950 Oerebro, I think one can say that our
victory in 1952' roOls back to our previous
defeats; for after each of these we analysed
our defects and patiently set about remedy
ing them.

To see what I mean, refer to my report in
GUDlNG No. 4, Winter 1950/51. seldom
do one's t;fforts at analysis read so well
after a lapse of two years! Only two points
went wrong.
. First, I pressed for National Champion

ships to run for a fortnight instead of a
week. This p.roved impossible, but Nature
let us off by providing weather so startlingly
good for the 1951 Nationals that we got as
much fiying in a week as we would normally
expect to get in a fortnight.

Secondly, I said "I do not mean ... that
we had anyone in our team who, with a
little more practice, would have outfiown
Nilsson .. ." Well! ... this time all four
·of us out&w Nilsson.

Three of tbe four of us were completely
outclassed by him in 1950. Is Nilsson in
1952 a fundamentally worse pilot than he
was in I950? Are Forbes, WelCh and I
fundamentally better pilots? I cannot'

believe it. This question of pilotage
remains, for me, the most baffling problem
of all. I will come back to it later.

In what follows, I will .copy the general
layout of my 1950 report referred to above.

Team Selection.-Profiting from ex
perience, our selection methods this time
were probably as near perfect as they can
be. This was mainly because the revised
form of the 1951 Nationals gave a rational
basis for selection, which not only was fair,
but could be seen to be fair by everyone.
Thus for the first time there was general
approval for the team selected, and a back
ground of popular approval gives big
psychological encouragement to all those
going out to compete for their (iountry in
an international event. But the selection
committee, under the wise leadership of
John Furlong, would probably agree with
me that we have several otmer pilots coming
along who run close for international
standards, and this is indeed a healthy sign.

Team orgaaisation:-The SIJCCeSS of our
whole effort was of course based on the
preliminary organisation, and no-one who
has not done it can imagine the size of this
task:. It is probably the biggest single task
ever undertaken by the British Gliding
Association and was triumphantly con
cluded by ·our Secretariat, with the
assistance of John Furlong and his com
minees. In retrospect, tbis job was like
1'lanning. on paper and then building a
complicated machine, and in the outcome
every single piece fitted in and pulled its
weight in the order of things. .

Equipment.-It is not too much to say
that, on this occasion, we outclassed every
other nation in every major de1ail of equip~
ment. First, the Sky. It is simply strC$Sing
the obvious 10 say that the Slcy proycd
itself to be a superlative high-performance
sailplane. But before the Championships
this was not so Obvious, so that the require
ments ofa Championships world-beater arC
clearly not so self-evident as one might
think. Let us analyse.

Performance? The Sky's polar curve is
sound enough, but plot that of the RJ.5
on the same bit of paper, and then say
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Philip BDd Kitty wrns, photograpbed by Dr. SCorer in Spain.

which is going to win. Why didn't it work comfortable. The instrument panel is
out that way? detachable in less than a minute. What

During the practice period I had a worlds that means to one's ground team,
rousing accident, landing in a football field with the constant fiddling with instrwnents
at the redoubtable Calatayud (where some- that arises from the special instrumentation
thing like ten aircraft were damaged on the inseparable from Championship flying.
first day's Championship flying). I was As regards instrumentation, the most
within six feet of writing off the Sky. What important advance made in recent years is
I did to it would have written offmy Weihe. 'in the refinement of the variometer,The
It was repaired in two days; if it had been simple variometer is now, in my <opinion,
necessary, it could have been repaired in as outdated as StephensOI}'s Rocket. The
one. The RJ-S had a comparatively slight Total-Energy Variometer allied to some
accident the first Championship day. The form of cruise-speed chart gives one an
repair took so long that it missed two advantage of possibly ~ per '~nt, or even
further flying days. And the story of more, in cross-couniry performance, and
Argentine's Hortens seemed to be exactly such an improvement from one itlstrwnent
the same. I should also suspect that. in a must rank as a major advance.
cu nim" the Sky is a much more comfortable I was using the nose-blisters fu'st put
steed than either of these two shapes of forward by Hugh Kendall (GuDlNG, Vol.
things to come. nI, No. 1), which on the whole I prefer to

So the Sky is a good performer, but it is the mathematicallY brilliant solution of
also a strong, sensible aircraft. The cockpit Frank Irving. This development of the
is superb. It is the only cockpit i.Ii which I variometer costs practically no more than
have been really comfortable. There is the simple instrument its~lf, but it does call
room for me to sit on a dec(l'It cushion. for a lot mo~e precision and calibration,
At full stretch, the rudder pedaJs allow my which is only to be expected as the tech
legs full stretch too, and I can alter my nique of flying advances. One needs (a) ,a
seating position from time to time by polar curve for the sailplane, (b) the
moving the' pedals in and out. Position Error curve, (c) an accurately

It is perfectly sealed: at 24,000 ft., in calibrated variometer, and (d) accurately
light clothing, I remained warm and calcl.ilated cruise-speed charts in one f0!ffi
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Look
hat at

Pilotage.-The mystery su.bject.
at these names, pulled from the
random:-
Yeill' 1937 1948 1950
J:ntries 28 28 29

J952
39

(sing/e-
seat)

Forbes 17th 15th 3rd
Gehriger 8th 5th
MacCready 2nd 6th
Ni1sson 1st 20th
Welch 14th 24th 9th
Wills 14th 10th 27th 1st

Where does this get you 1 ,Practice? Of
course, as I said in 1950, an essential thing,
and this year one of our most important
assets. But Pirat Gehriger. improving his
place from 8th in 1950 to 5th in 1952, told
me he had only flown about five hours in the
last two years, and he damaged his machine
on the journey to Madrid, so got in
practically no practice before the Champion
ships started.

Exhaustion? Obviously something there.
Owing to our radio/car set-up, ,the un
flagging devotion-or my team, and the rest
day which followed every flying day this
time, this is the first and only contest in
which I have started every day's flying
absolutely fresh. And in my particular case,
this must help a pilot of my age relatively
more than a younger ma.n.

Morale? Obviously something in this.
If one has good organisation behind one,
and starts off well, one must obviously fly
better.

Experience? Something in this, too. The
collective experience of a team obviously
gives it an advantage over a country com
peting for the first time. And experience
counts for a great deal in the vital prelimin
ary organisation. But there were maDY
other nations who had competed before.

But, with all this in mind, and with the
advantages we had in equipment thrown
in, I still do not believe that in two years the
fundamental competence of any of us bad
altered up or down in the startling way
which this table appears to indicate. It will
be an unpopular thing to say. but I
personally believe that in all these
Championships, limited a's they have been
to seven, six or five days' flying, there must
enter an element of-luck.

You have got to be good, your equip
ment aDd team have got to be good, your
organisation must be good,--,and you must
have luck. Otherwise someone else will

or another. How often each different kind
of variometer needs re-ealibrating, and how
accurate a calibration is for all altitudes,
are matters which might usefully be gone
into further. But with this 'refined in
strument, firstly, you never pull a circle in
"stick-lift," and secondly, you are at all
times £lying on a rational curve. I hope we
can pull out of the bag as potent a secret
weapon in J954.

I have called this "the most important
advance in recent years" because our other
new instrument, ofeven greater importance,
was not so much an advance as, for us, a
radical innovation. Others have had radio
in the past, but nothing as good as the Pye
PTe. J20 has so'far been seen, and it caused
a veritable sensation at Cuatro Vientos.
Its size and weight were far less than any
other set yet seen; its range as good or
better; its reliability, after teething troubles
during the practice periQd, was practically
100 per cent. No member of the British
'team had to wait more than 20 minutes for
his trailer to arrive, and frequently one's
trailer was there marking out the landing
field as one came in. In the road and
telephonic conditions of Spain this was one
of' oUr greatest assets.

But an unexpected result of a first-class
radio set was the tremendous additional
demands made on the retrieving car, and
we should have lost all this advantage had
not the Standard Vanguard estate cars
answered superlatively to the test. When
radio makes it possible for the trailer to
keep up with its glider, then it becomes vital
that it should be able to do so. On first
glance, with a radio range of up to J20
kms., it would not seem to be too serious if
the car got left behind; but since V.H.F.
is essentially restricted to visual range, and
since Spain is criss-erossed with lines of
Sierras through which the roads twist in
tortuous and narrow defiles out of radio
touch. whilst tbe glider sails serenely over
in a straight line, the outcome was that the
Vanguards spent much of their time
weaving along in tropical heat, up gorges,
over plains and through mountains, at
speeds of up to and over 60 m.p.h. with
trailer rocking behind. One and all they
took it, and on the road home at night there
was room in the commodious back for the
pilot to doze on a mattress whilst his crew
drove back against the stream of trailers
outward·bound from Madrid searching for
their aircraft.
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have it, and beat you. But, important note:
this applies mainly to an individual pi/oJ;'
it is much less likely that luck can affect ,the
fortunes of a whole team. This is why, as I
·said above, our colIective success is. more
significant than an individual triumph.

Marking system, organisation a~
results.-The Rules, in general, were agam
excellent. Of the making of Marking
Systems there is no end, but in my view the
F.A.1. daily factor system is ·quite .excellent,
and easily the best solution so far advan'ted
of this biggest general problem of any
marking system.

Within this daily factor system, the
simple distance system used was identical
to that used by us in our 1951 Nationals,
and perfectly satisfactory. The pilot
selected goal marking system used was
logical, if perhaps unnecessarily compli·
cated; and again I feel that the penalties
for not landing at the goal were unduly
severe, particularly in Spain, where the
number of permitted goals was very small.
The goal.race marking system was again
logical, but complicated. NG-one could
start to calculate the marks until everyone
had reported back, because everything
depended on the proportion of pilots who
had reached the goal to that which ha<1 not.

But I continue t,o regret the dropping of
altitude marks. As it happened, this did not
matter much, ~use the only important
altitude day, the last, was a goal-race day.
But if this day had coincided with a distance
day. I believe height marks would have
contributed immensely to what WOuld have

Barogram oC MT, Wills's winning flight, to
be described in our next issue.

been the most notable, dramatic and
important Championship day's flying the
world had ever seen.

On this point of results, one must confe'ss
that the actual performances achieved
during the 1952 Championships we!'C
disappointing. Day after day we set off In
conditions such as we never dream of over

, here; 10 ft./sec. thermals everywhere.. But
the average distance flight was around
200 kms.---distances which we can beat on
medium days from Camphill. It seems that
midsummer weather in Spain puts an
invisible circle of contrary winds or stable
air all round the centre of the peninsula,
which no-one managed to penetrate. The
llllit day alone gave a chance.ofbig distances,
and bigger heights, and on that day we were
racina to Torresavii'lan. And here I must
again express alarm at the trend in success·
ive World Championships. towards a
redueing num~r of actual flying days.

We flew seven Contests days at Samaden,
six at Oerebro, and onl)' five at Cuatro
Vientos. The various national teams
participating had come a~ u~imaginabre
number of thousands of miles Ih order to
compete, and by this word I mean, mainly,
to fly, Many thousands of pounds werce
spent to this end. The cost to each team
calculated per flying day over only five such
days must have been enormous, and in only
five such days the influence of lu.:k on~
individual pilot's fortunes must necessanly
be altogether too large.

At Cuatro Vientos the weather was not
the limiting factor: neither was it SQ at
C>erebro. I think in fact that the small
number of flying days at both contests was
primarily due 10 failure of the organisers to
realise that the main Purp0se of World
Gtiding Ch'ampionships is to fly; and also to
realise that pilots. ef World Championship
class can put up good performances in a
very wide range of weather conditi0!ls..

I pointed out after Oerebro that Ih Ideal
weather conditions, 8 flying days in an
II-day .Cont.est period is a theoretical
maximum. This is aehieved by flying a Short
task (e.g, a race), followed by a long task,
then a rest day, for eleven days. We could
easilv have done this at Cuatro Vientos.
We should then have done 4 races, and 2
each distance and goal "flights; or better
still 2 races, 2 out-anwreturn or triangular
flights, and 2 each distance and g01l1 f1~ghts.
Eight flying days should be our aim If we
offer to hold the next World Champion-
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ships in England, and this should be obtain
able with the margin provided in the
normal l4-day oontest period.

This having been said, I am speaking for
all of us in recording ,that our Spanish hosts
put up a simplY magnificent e~ample of
generosity and sportsmanship. The way in
which they launched 59 sailplanes on acro
tow in just over an hour was quite extra
ordinary. Although I think one must
conclude (as one rather expected) that
nearly 60 sailplanes is too large a number
for one meeting, they handled this formid
able concourse better that I would have
thought possible, and earned the gratitude
and respect of aU of us_

The future.-The purpose ofany analysis
is to attempt to chart the future. As I have
said before, the longest and most intangible
battle we have had to wage to reach our
present position was the attempt to modify
the whole basic atmosphere of our move
ment.

Looking back over the formative pre-war
decade, I think now that our collective
attitude (not anyone individual person's
attitude, but our collective one) ofa kind of
determined mediocrity was due possibly to
a kind of mass inferiority complex induced
by the tremendous lead that the Germans
had over us and all the rest of the world.
This induced, I suggest, the classic reaction
of "Oh well, we don't really want to be
good, we only want to Have Fun." Now we
have climbed out of it,and it is up to us to
ensure that what we have reached is nor (J

peak, bur Q plateal/.
1954 World Championships,The

prestige of the World Championships, and
the interest taken in them internationallY,
is growing apace, and already two nations,
the Argentine and tbe U.S.A., have made
strong preliminary bids for 1954. The
selection will be made by the Gliding
Commission of the F.A.I. next year. Are
we going to offer? I hope so.

-----)C>(------

Forecasting for the 1952 Championships
by R. S. Scorer

T HE greatest problem facing the forecaster in the mountains played havoc with any
at Madrid was undoubtedly the winds. simple picture of the airflow for the day

In Britain we are accustomed to regard the that we may have worked out, and it was
winds as about the easiest thing to forec.ast necessary continually to check one's ideas
for gliders., but the mountains are so much by watching the motion of clouds at
bigger and the sunshine more intense in different levels. The direction 'of shear was
Spain ,that the diurnal variations in wind usually well displayed by the leaning over
swamp all other variations. When a slope of the cumulus, and although pilots some
is heated the air flows up it and so the times found adverse winds for short dis
cumulus tends to develop first over the tances, I don't think anyone in the British
mountains. There is a compensating sinking team would have chosen a different route
of the air over valleys during the day; and had he .had foreknoWledge instead of a
similarly when the katabatic wind starts at forecast of the winds.
night the air in the valleys is lifted and cloud On many days the winds near the ground
is formed-sometimes as a layer and some- at Madrid began by- blowing from the E.
times as large cumulus, accOJ'ding to how or S.B., this being the direction of the
stable the air is. isobars at that level; but when convection

It was evident during practice that even stirred the air up, the lower-level air tended
a mean wind of 5 m.p.h. would be an to drift with. the upper winds, which wer,e
assistance which should be fully exploited, predomillllntly from the W.S.W. While tbis
and so at fir'St all the meteorologists stirring process was taking place, the surface
examined the pilot balloon reports most wind cbanged rapidly and fluctuated and
carefully, but we soon learned from the eventually settled down to a S.W'Jy. The
pilots' experience that the'winds developed ,cumulus clouds in the meantime were being
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Senor CastlUlS, the official Spanisla fore
caster, in tile meteorological office. He did

briefings in three languages.

tom to pieces by vortices on their upper
surfaces.

When the cumulus over the mountains
produced rain, the rain produced down-
draughts of cold air which descended the
mountain slopes and spread out over the
plains like very shallow cold fronts. These
shallow winds were responsible for almost
all the accidents. Foster encountered one
which was only ISO ft. deep although it had
been blowing for about half an hour.
Ortner saw his airspeed rise suddenly from
I SO to 220 km. per hour when "beating up"
the finishing line on the last day of the
competitions, and it is a credit to his "Sky"
that he came to no harm.

The temperature fell suddenly and the
wind became N'ly with gale force at Madrid
in the afternoon on the first and last com
petition days. On both of these days
thunderstorms had developed over the
Sierras to the N. of Madrid, and the cold
air of the downdraught3 had fanned out
southwards: on the first occasion this "cold
front" set off more thundentorms over the

plains to the S. of Madrid and these storms
drifted N'wards again with the winds in
middle levels which were S'ly; but on the
last competition day the storms moved
away from the mountains S'wards across
the plains-across the route of the race
and most pilots were forced to negotiate
very extensive areas of downdraught often
as much as 15 miles wide with 10 metres
per sec. down all the way. The fanning out
of these downdraughts on the ground blew
up the sand from the ground so that some
pilots could see what was happening, and
after the experience of the first day it was
not a complete surprise. The details of the
enormous downdraughts and the direction
in which the storms would travel were
impossible to forecast. Favourite tracks for
storms are known but these are not rigidly
followed. It is difficult to predict their
motion from the general wind drift when
they have circulations of their own which
make representative wind observations
impOSsible.

The general principle that convection
would not be good over valleys surrounded
by hills-the Ebro valley and the plains
round VaUadolid for instance-worked well.
Many pilots (no British) who declared
Valladolid as goal when convection had
been repOrted as good in that region very
early in the day failed to get far from the
mountains, and the Cu over those plains
had a ghostly appearance in the afternoon
and was not much use. Those who reached
Saragossa in the Ebro valley did so by
gliding down from sufficient height gained
over the mountains (though Beuby did a
little slope-soaring near Saragossa).

The spreading out of anvils so as to cut
off the sunshine was a serious problem. It
was sometimes impossible to know the
direction of the wind at anvil level until the
anvils formed-which was too late. If this
spreading out had been correctly forecast on
the first competition day, Stephenson would
not have taken the northemmost of the
two roads to Badajoz. When faced with
the cutting-off of his thermals, he either had
to descend close to the road on which his
trailer was proceeding or press southwards
across uncharted country and hope to get
further on the Other road. The trailer would
have had to go hundreds of miles round,
and to land between the roads might have
meant a retrieve by ml\cle and perhaps
damage on landing. The forecast was thus
significant not only in relation to soaring
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but also to retrieving, and this first day was
most costly to Stephenson.

The meteorologist's confidence in upper
air contours had been shaken on the
previous day when they indicated a S.W'ly
wind at an anvil level, for an anvil from a
solitary towerins Cu to the N.W. of Madrid
spread out S'wards (in a N. wind) at about
30 kts. The network ofradio-sonde stati2!ls
was not fine enough to indicate the wnm
system at 30,000 ft.

Cirrus formation was a worry on 8th
July when the great incr~e in amount of
cirrus for no very obvious leason caused
the competitions to be abandoned just after
launching had begun. This caused much
complaint from frustrated pilots who were
more interested in the gliders who could
remain airborne than in thelrospect of a
further increase in cirrus an a farce of a
competition and many futile launches. On
the next day cirrus also looked threatening
but not so thick, and in fact it all dis
appeared early in the afternoon.

Three days previously the cirrus had a

Pror. Waiter Ceor&i1 thanking tbe President
or the Real Aero Club ror entertaining tbe

OSTIV delegates lQ dinner.

maximum amount in the afternoon and so
the variation was not simply some diurnal
influence. The winds as indicated by the
cirrus inovement were S() light that the cloud
could not have been of wave-origin.

When thermals occurred they were always
good enough for soaring. The contours of
the ground, the movement of storms, and
cirrus shadows were much more Important
factors than day maximum temperatures
and lapse rates. The tephigram was, how
ever, useful for indicating whether the
cumulus would be large or small and
whether anvils would be extensive or not.
Since there were, on any day, regions wheN
convection was feeble and regions where it
was good, it was evident that the lapse rate
indicated by the Madrid tephigram could
only help to a limited extent. It was not
even much help to know the time at which
an inversion would be punctured, because
thermals were good before and after this
happened. It was not possible to say
wheth~r the storms would move away from
the mountains on the last day, and though
the tephigram had been useful in forecasting
the occurrence of storms one must not
expect loO much from it, for the afternoon
ascent is sometimes the same and sometimes
very different from the morning one. There
was no competition on 6th July; but had

. there been, every pilot would have been very
disappointed in the afternoon, for there
was enormous subsidence which dissipated
all the cloud and Cu did not even develop
over the mountains.

The shallow winds were not all due to
downdraugh,ts from raining Cu, for they
were found 'in the region of Calatayud on
cloudless days, and I have heard no accept
able explanation yet. I think they were
undoubtedly due to the up and down slope
winds on heated alld shaded hillsides but
in rather a complicated way. One could not
help having a picture of the air over Spain
heaving to and fro among the mountains
ascending in one ,place with good thermals,
subsiding in another where no lift was to
be found, the general drift of the wind being
cut up by these heavings even at heights
well above the mountain tops. Another
fortnight's gliding would have given us
enough information to answer some-of the
pro1)lems; as it was, we were still groping
at the end of the contests.

The object of having a meteorologist
attached to the team was not to produce a
more correct forecast than the official one,
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but to e(lsure that the forecast was not
misunderstood. It was also an advantage
for pilots to be able to put their questions
to someone with whom they were used to
diSCl:lssing them, and for someone to co
ordinate what they found on early flights
so as to exploit it in giving advice later.

On the last day senor Castans, the
Spanish forecaster, said to me: "Mr. Scorer.
you have learned nothing in Spain". This
seemed pretty rich to me, as I thought I had

------:>C><

learned a great deal and perhaps even
taught him a thing or two in the process;
but he was not referring to the weather (I
think all the meteorologists were agreed that
one inevitably learns a lot at a gliding
meeting),-he merely meant that I had not
learned to take my siesta and enjoy the
dancing and the wine for many hours after
midnight with no cares for the problems
that were to face us soon after the sun nex t
rose.

P. A. wrns attributed the British success
entirely to the fact that our organisation
was "buttoned up", we having learned much
from past mistakes; also to the British
Gliding Association having, for the first
time, a Secretary and staffcapable ofcoping
with the work involved.

L' ONDON Gliding Club invited the pilots
who took part in the International

Championships to take part in a Discussion
helel in the club lounge on Saturday, 2nd
August. Alan H. Yates, who had been
present in Madrid as one of the British
reJ)rCsentatives on OsTIV, took the chair,
and among other visitors invited to speak
were Fred Slingsby, designer and manufae
turer of the Sky sailplane which the British
team flew; Dr. R. S. 5oorer, also on the
Osnv, who advised our team ,on the
weather; and Paul MacCready, who per
formed best in the American team and
reached 6th place, and was on a visit to
England.

The audience included many people from
other clubs, and also Jon Carsey, President
of the Soaring Society ofAmerica, and' Mrs.
Carsey. Members of the British team to
speak were Philip Wills, "Jock" Forbes,
Lorne Welch and Geoffrey Stephenson;
unfortunately neither Frank Foster nor Ann
Douglas, the team manager, were able to
come.

This account is compiled from notes taken
during the discussion; the contributions of
Mr. Wills and Dr. Scorer are shortened as
they have written separate articles for this
issue of GLIDING.

Discussion on the Championships

Dr. PIUI1 MacCready described the flying
in Spain as like that in Texas, where one can
average 45 m.p.h. relative to the air mass in
which one flies. As in Sweden, soaring
conditions were interfered with by the
spreading out of thunderstorms.

On the first contest day (distance) he got
to 18,000 ft. and later to 17,000 ft. twice;
but 30 miles out he had to turn back from a
dead-looking area. On the goal flight day
his appreciation of the met. sHuation led
him to choose the most distant goal. but it
meant flying into a contrary wind blowing
at 30 m.p.h. and increasing. He had gone
about 80 miles wben the upcurrents gave
out three hours earlier than he expected
in other words} he landed.

The other distance day was the one day
on which his radio worked; but even when
not working, it gave him increased speed
between thennals, as it weighs 30 loo.

On the second sP=d dash (the last contest
day), when several large thunderstorms
slowly moved across the path, he skirted
them to the south. After his last" descent,
he crossed the goal line at such speed that
be was able to zoom up again high enough
to catch thermals, then climb to 8,000 ft.
where he could watch the others land. He
could tell when the gale arrived, from the
way people held on to their, gliders; a
German pilot had spun in owing to the last
minute wind-shift. He thinks there was no
way of predjeting the area of down-current
which prevented so many competitors from
reaching the goal; he encountered it after
crossing the goal line, and its strength was
a good 2,000 ft. per minute down.
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L to R: R. C. Forbes &: Tony Goodhart, G. H. &: Beryl Stephenson, F. Foster &: L. Welch.

Flt.Lt. R. C. FOI'bes said that, as in all current which others encountered, and must
such events, there were quite a few "ifs and have been west of it.
buts". One of the "ifs" he has committed G. H. Stephenson began by describing
in two international contests. This time it what soaring was like in Spain. He said
was on the goal flight day, when he was that you may get the impression that soaring
making for Zaragoza. His advice to others conditions are superb, and sometimes they
is : after you see your goal, don't try any are. There are three kinds of weather: (I)
funny tricks. When within 50 kilometres of blue thermals; (2) puffs of cumulus, which
Zaragoza, he had 10,000 feet of height. The are seldom worth going near, as the lift
weather had been good as far as Calatayud, peters out; (3) big cumulus, when you 'go
210 kms. from Madrid, but in the Ebro "like a bat out of hell" and follow the road.
valley the winds blow differently. From Once th~ terrific conditions have set in,
10,000 ft. Zaragoza looked easy, and he you have got to be cautious, because. later
flew fast to the next thermal-which wasn't on the cirrus spreads out overhead from the
there. He was finally obstructed by a I~ttle top of the cloud. Flights seldom started
1,500-ft. hill which be couldn't cross. He before 1 p.m.; he thinks theY could have
had done the same sort of thing in Switzer- successfully started much earlier. Towards
land in 1948. the end of a flight the wind was liable to

become a headwind. -
On the last day, Forbes reckoned that he Some of his "ifs and buts" were then

would need to beat Gerard Pierre by one mentioned. On the first day he was very
minute in order to overtake him in the final worried to know which direction to go.
totals, if the points had the same value as The wind seemed likely to blow from the
on the previous race day. He got 12,000 ft. south; he was familiar with the route to the

in the first thermal and pressed off towards east; then a relayed radio message from
a cumulo-nimbus in the direction of the another pilot decided him to go west. At
Guaderramas, getting 2 metres per sec. first he made quite good speed, and a slight
upcurrent at once. and soon afterwards the contrary wind didn't seem to matter; but
variometer went off the clock. He wanted soon the wind increased, and he was also
a bit more height to be on the safe side, so surprised to see no other sailplanes around.
went into the cloud, although he had left his (He landed after 60 miles).
oxygen equipment behind. From 18,000 On the goal flight day he chose at first a
feet upwards he thinks he must have suffered nearer goal only 120 kms. away, but Jock
from lack of oxygen, but Ann Douglas Forbes thought this unwise, so Stephenson
worked out his rate of ascent from his radio made a new decision in writing and threw
messages and made it 1,000 ft. per minute. it out of the cockpit a few seconds before
Trying to level up, he hit several ups and taking off. He reached Zaragola after a
downs; the air speed built up although the very, very long g.Iide over a valley. The Sky
turn-aod-bank showed straight and level sailplane seemed to have a fantastic per
flight. He pulled the brakes out and the formance, partly due to the ground falling
stick back, and spun out of the cloud; then, away. He was not 'sure he had reached the
on levelling up, he found himself over the right aerodrome till another sailplane came
main road flying towards Madrid, so turned in even lower than he had; it was Philip
about. He did not get the extensive down- Wills.
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the German Kranich IU and Mu-I3E. which
had no resemblance to the previous Kranich
or Mu. To improve the rear man's view, the
wings were lo.wer and swept· forward; but
the wing tips were too low for landing in the
rough and in crops. The new Kranich was
ludicrously heavier, weighing about 700 Ibs.
But unless we do something, the Germans
will sweep the world market with quantity
produced machines in the manner of Tiger
Moths.

We were very well helped by the rest of
our equipment. The Americans were
wretchedly served by their cars Qf local
origin, which did onl} 30 m.p.h. Landings
were made in cornfields, fallow fields and
lucerne. There were no power or telephone
wires, cows or hedges to obstruct landings.
:But it was difficult from the air to recognize
slopes or banks; furthermore there was no
smoke, with the result that one would find
oneself near the ground about to land down
a 30 m.p.h. wind. . .

F. N. Slingsby began by saymg 1t was a
great hQnour to have contributed even 30
per cent (laughter). He was not much
impressed with the German machines, but
was with the American SChweizers, which
were well built.

Dr. R. S. Scorer said that, having got
there after the practice period., he had to go
round picking each pilot's brains and then
retailing what he had learned to the other
pilots. It appears that, through forgoing his
siesta, Dr. SCorer learned quite a lot about
Spanish afternoon weather that was prev
iously unknown in that country. The more
serious part of his contribution covered the
same ground as is dealt with by him in a
separate article in this issue.

Racing to Torre Savinan, one started
from an aerodrome which was 2,000 feet
above sea level for a goal which was 3,SOO
ft., and an escarpment came obliquely in
from the right. On the first race he wasted
a lot of time, then got good height and
glided in at maximum speed.

The second distance day was one of blue
thermals. He had to land in the Calatayud
area; the fields were too small, and in trying
a fly-on~the-wall landin~ he stove in the
bottom of the sailplape.

In the second race (final day) he was
determined 10 rectify the mistakes of the
first. He was fortunate in being first to go
off, as storm clouds were building up. His
previous experience of cumulo-nimbus was
to keep away from it because of the spread
ing cirrus; but in this case, as others have
said, the right thing was to go at it.
Stephenson had worked out, and marked on
his map, heights from which to glide in frOQ1
various points; but the downcurrent, so
strong as to be "off the clock": upset these
calculations. Asecond chance came when
he got a corking thermal in company with
Hanna Reitsch, climbed higher than neces
sary according to calculatioQ, set off again,
and once more encountered the down
current.

Lorne Wekb decided to give his impres
sion of the gliders, sincesomuch was already
being said about the flying. In his opinion
no glider ever wins a competition: it is the
person inside; and the glider accounts for
not more than 30 per cent of the result.

There was quite an interesting collection .
of sailplanes at Madrid. The Weihe, the
Kranich and their descendants-.g., the
Condor IV-have quite a good performance
but he thought they were the "end of the
line." Regardimg the French machines, the
Air-lOO resembles the Weihe-metal con
struction results in too high a sinking speed.
Pierre's machine had a bulbous body, but
its V-shaped tail was an advantage when
landing in corn: it had a slightly higher
sinking speed than ours.

One important feature of the Sky was its
absence from petty servieeability troubles.

The United States machines were, he
thought, in many ways very good. The
Schweizers were very simply produced, well
finished, but "lousy" to rig and de-rig; the
spoilers have to be pulled out against the
wind. The RJ-5 had a fine surface, but its
skid was unsuitable for Spain. "Claptrap" country, 100 miles to tile N.E.,

The most interesting, in some ways, were pbotographed b.y Ja& Langduring a retrieve.
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On the way to Madrid OD 20th Juoe:
Geol'g(! Gtegory, ofLorne Welch's team,llIId
Lady Kinloch, B.G.A. Secretary, guide a
traDer into tile yard of the Hotel du Pandis
at Dreux, in northern Fnmce, for its first

night OD the ContiDeat.

At the SpanisII frontier: Lome Welch's crew,
having noti6ed the Team MlIDager, by radIo
from FraJrCe, or their time of arrival, find
"e1el'enses" ready and waiting for immediate
conmmption. L to R: Lorne Welch, Georxe

Gregory, Frank Jrving, MJ'ke Neale.

Senor Jose Ordovas, head of the Gliding
Section of the Spanish Air MInistry, took OD
the main burden of organising the CbampiorJ..
ships and was the hardest-worked official at
the meeting. He is multMingual, and Is here
seen (furthest right) talking fluently to some
of the Gemum team in tbeir own language.
Hallllll ReitsdJ has her back to the camera.

Fred Slings!))', just arrived at Cuatro Vientos,
finds a job or work waiting to be done on a
"Sky" fuselage whk:lI G. H. Stepbenson bad
to put down on rough ground 00 the last
contest day but one. Frank Foster watches
him in admiration. A large British party
worked hard OD the repair and got the
machine back into the air OD the last flying

day.

Ann Doag)as, British Team Manager, is
here seen sitting by the window of the
telephone room (called by the Spaniards
"Recuperacion"), taking down messages of
landings. As the evening wore on and more
landing messages came in, the crowd round
"Recuperacion" would grow llIId could >OQly
be kept at bay by the organisers writing aD
information on an enormous blackboard.
Beside Ann sits LieutenlUlt·Commllllder

Tony Goodhart.
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Gerard Pierre, woo MS
leadillg on tbe first three
coote$1 days ancJ flnlsbed In
second place, is bere seen
beside his Castel
Mauboassin 8-15. Note tbe
butterfly tail aDd a portion
of tbe cwioaIly-sbaped air

brake.

Rfolrdo Dazet, from,
Argentina, In the cockpit or
the taWess Horteo XV
wbleb he flew in the con
te,sts. Note the rectractlible
nose-wbeel: it was the
collapse of this wheel in the
second Horteo XV, wben
landing during the practice
periOd, tbat put it out of
action till the oontests were

over.

The two AliStI'alian com
petitors: FUrthest left, Fred
Hoinvitle, with Jose M.
Cristobal, leader or his
Spanish crew. Rigbt:
Men'YJI Waghom (in s1i1rt)
with SPDJe or his Spanish
helpers. HoinviUe flew a
Kl'lIDich IIQ10 and Wllgbom
a Weihe, both 10000ed by the

Spanish.

Helli L!lsch, the sole SOath
African entrant, Is leeII on
the left witb his famous
umbrella under which he
was· always cool and calm;
he is beside his Spanish
Weibe. OD the right is
G.' J. OrdeIman, of
HOlland, sitting in the
British "Sky" sailplaDe in
which be fillisbed in seveuth

place.

:Left, the Sobaj. of Czecbo
sIOtak desigD, flown by M.
Gildel1l1YJ1, the oa1y~
competitor. Right, the
Jtallan pilot Mlllltelli in the

two-seater Omguro.
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With the Canadians ill Spain
by Peter Rivers

M ANY teams from small or distant bility of. messages passed on, to appreciate
countries were able to fly in the World that retrieving would be tough; it would also

ChampionShips because of the generous be slow, because the towing-cars were only
Spanish offer to lend sailplanes and trans- capable of 30 m.p.h. or so, although they
port to anyone unable to bring their own. did at least look reliable, being new, German
One such team was that of four Canadian built, and rugged. These caricatures on
pilots, with mixed Canadian and British wheels, called Unimogs, had Diesel engines,
ground-crews; and an account of some of six gears forward' Of reverse, a colossal
their adventures and problems during the ground clearance, a diminutive truck body
practice period may form a useful contrast behind a normal-sized cab, and a peculiar
with the triumphant story Qf the self-con- s-::uttling gait as they went about the airfield
tained, home-equipped and experienced on their normal towing jobs.
British teams. At last the taxi-load arrived, with three

Having arranged to be in Madrid for the Canadian grQund crew, including Blodwin
two practice weeks before the actual Thomas of Imperial College, who had
Championships, I found that I would have organised the English end of things, and
several days before the arrival of the pilots three pilot~: Barrie Jeffery the captain, still
themselves-who were to make a leisurely On a crutch after a skiing accident; Frank
journey through France in a 1935 London Woodward, his.se-::ond pilot in the Kranich;
taxi-in which to organise their equipment. and "Shorty" Boudreauh, Quite the squarest
With memories of the months of work the and most massively built little man I have
British teams had put in to get most of the ever seen. A day later Albie Pow, an ageing
foreseeable bugs out of their equipment, cherub, and holder of·the Canadian distance
and cheered by rumours of the c1apped-out record, arrived by B.E.A., and then a car
state of Spanish cars, I anticioated a pretty load of British ground crew; Harry Mid
hectic time; that was before I had met the wood of Hucklow, Dick Watson of Surrey
Spanish tempo of life. Club, and Bob Ward and "Mac" Head of

After a two-day train journey, and a day Farnborough.
in Madrid trying to find out from the Aero By then we had received the numbers of
Club and Air Ministry how to get to Cuatro our trailers, and started to paint CANADA
Vientos airfield, I linked up with the British on their sides and to chase the organisation
Crews and arrived, for the first time, at the again for various small repairs to be carried
little office marked "Recuperacion", Four out. Unim<>gs evidently were not going to
days later, with some of the technique be issued until the last moment, and so we
imparted to me by Mervyn Waghorn after moved machines on the field with the taxi.
his successful acquisition of a Weihe, I had On the second practice day, t'he last before
the promise of two Weihes and a Kranich, the contest began, we had the Kranich lined
when some real, live Canadian pilots showed up for a tow at midday when we found that
up. By then I had given up trying to Frank Woodward was in Madrid shopping,
explain that I was English, but acting as and as a tow lost then meant no tow till after
ground crew for Canadians; it was so much siesta, I lost no time in getting aboard as
easier just to be "a Canadian". I had given second pilot to Barrie.
up trying to pronounce "Jeffery" in Spanish, A few minutes later, with a little green
and wrote it down instead; and like every- tug bobbing up and down ahead of us at
one else, I had become a little Spanish, the end of a snatching steel line, with
reckoned time in days rather than hours, impossible-looking fields flashing past only
accepted Fate as a friend, and had my siesta a few hundred feet below, after a mile of
instead of putting on a mad-dogs-and- towing, and with the variometer showing
Englishmen act. sink as often as lift, I began to wonder why

From working with the British crews I had been so keen. Then away to join a
during this time, I had seen enough of the Weihe in a thermal, after him to a bet.ter
lack of communications, and the unrelia- one-2 to 3 metres per sec. and surprisingly
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tory while an astonishingly keen Spanish
repair party fitted three new brakes, and two
hours after the last sailplanes had left, one
solitary Kranich appeared on the field, to
be towed off b:r a temporarily siesta-less tug
gilot, and to disappear towards Valencia to
the south-east. This seemed a fairly sound
direction from the met. point ofview, with.
out offering spectacular chances as the
north-east did to the earlier departures, and
tbe pilots had seen the ground from the
road on their way to Madrid.

The road-crew, Bob, Mac and myself,
The 1934 London TaxI. next set out to follow, which we did some

two hours later, after a lengthy search for
some vital holding-down bolts for the

narrow, as we were doing 15.second circles trailer, a leisurely shave by our Spanish
most of the time-and so up to eloudbase driver, and a lively altercation via an inter
at just over 2,000 metres. As the Weihe and preteuse, who did not seem to understand
another Kranich seemed to have squatters' what all the hurry was about, anyway.
rights on that cloud, we went off towards Then, when we found we were bowling
Madrid, with Jock Forbes suddenly beside steadily along National Route IV to God
us in close formation; and there, over the knows-where, instead National Route ill
grey city, we pottered happily in and out to Valencia, we also found that our educa
of clOUds, up to 2,500 metres a few times, tion did not seem to include the S~nish for
across to Barajas, the main airport, back to "left" or "right", or '~top, we must go
the centre, and finally tired of the traffic, back!"
which was heavy at cloudbase. Too many By the time we had managed to stop
sailplanes, or groups of two or three,. would Antonio, the last course seemed too round
float past, and below we caught the occas- about, and we decided to map-read crafti.ly
ional flash ofsun on brightly coloured wings across to our proper road, by a secondary
as more came up, so we went south-west a one. That worked very well, until we came
little, over the rouill scrub country, to play to a fine steel-and-concrete river bridge
On our own. with just one span missing, a legacy of the

There we tired of cloud flying, and, find- Civil War, no doubt-and turned back to
ing a strong, active street leading away' Madrid.
south-eastwards, decided to fly without Some twenty miles out on Route III at
circling as far as possible. At 100 to 120 dusk, in a torrential thunderstorm, we found
km/hr. we slogged on, climbing at 2 to 3 the Kranich alongside the road in a plough
metres per sec. under each cell of cloud, ed field, but until the rain slackened neither
sinking fast between, and back to c10udbase side would emerge from what cover it had.
again under the next. Thus we reached the Then we set out to de-rig oui first Kranich,
Douro River valley about 25 miles away, never de-rigged before, all split-pinned
made our turning point over a prominent together, and with three enthusiastic
bridge in a clear patch, and, down to 1,500 Guardia Civiles, tommy guns and all,
metres, decided to play safe and circle in heaving on the wing tips. That, and loading
our next thermal. This took us back to the trailer, with a monolingual party at
cloudbase. now 2,500 metres, at 5 m/sec., each end, took two and a half hours.
and we sailed back home as we had come When I had to leave for England the
at 120 km/hr. all the way. Tired after fou; next evening, the various small holes in the
hours of rather heavy control work, and Kranich due to our efforts had ~n patched
harassed by the swarm over the airfield and the two Weihe crews were back after
we opened the brakes and spiralled down: th~ir own navigational troubles, together

Later that evening the Kranich flew again, with nearly all the other competitors in
and the brakes came open suddenly in a fast various states of disrepair. It seemed a pity
dive. So it was that, on the first contest day, to leave juSt then, but work and pay called,
while the other 57 machines were toweC off, and the t.hought~ of not having to de-rig
the Canadian Kranich sat outside the fac- tlte Kramch agam was ·some consolation.
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Dust Devils in Egypt
by R. H. Swinn

ChiefFlying Instructor, Egyptian Gliding School

As dust devils are only the naughty to the side on which the dust devil rotates
brothers ofour more common or back- in the down wind direction).

garden thermal, but are so much more The pilot is briefed rapidly on the possible
readily visible, a few monx:nts spent on state the dust devil wm be in by the time he
recalling my experiences in them may prove reaches it, and his circling technique in the
of interest. light of this. The glider is launched and the

Generally dust devils are seen in Egypt release made at around 500 feet; the pilot
Oil most days of the summer and are turns towards the dust devil and cuts his
independent of the lapse rate for their birth speed as he approaches it to the minimum
and initial growth, but are affected by it consistent with the control of the glider.
when they reach upwards of 1,000 feet. As he nears the whirling column of sand

The dust devils used by our School he makes a circle on the outside of the dust
generally start their life in a tented camp devil against the direction of rotation, care
about 500 metres away from our line of being taken to give it a wider berth on the
launch; this area lies outside the airfield. downwind side. III the light of the vari
Their frequency may be anYthing from five ometer reading on this initial circle, doser
minutes to every half-hour, and in most COntact is made with the column or a hasty
cases they are followed closely by a little retreat is beat to a safer orbit. Prior to any
brother dust devil, which is a modest little pilot making a solo l'l'ight, he' must have
chap and trails along about 100 to ISO yards attended a given number or ,our weekly
behind. When the cycle of frequency of the lectures, have passed a stifforaleltamination,
dust devil's birth is interrupted, as for and have flown twice in a dust devil with
example when a local change of wind takes the C.F.!.
pla:e-as often occurs in mid-afternoon, Of the large number .of flights I have
when the wind can be seen blowing the made in these dust devils I will describe one
chimney smoke in four different directions which combines most of the features I have
over an area of two miles square--eoergy met with in the others.
is released to give birth to several trernen- On the day of this flight I was doing dual
dous dust devils and our tented camp is instruction, with the French high-perform
pleased to show us that it can produce the ance machine (Air 100) lying at the launch
largest in the area. On' these occasions the ing point. A dust devil had built up in the
dust devil often reaches 500 yards in diam- tented camp. I landed the T-2IB and dived
eter, a majestic swirling mass ofsand moving into the Air 100. After being launched to
at a leisurely pace along the edge of the 500 fe~, I released and travelled rapidly in
aerodrome; its slow pace tends to belie its the direction of the rising column of sand.
tremendous power, but a stroll through its Unfortunately I had forgotten to note the
outer wan and on into its milling vortex direction ofrotation, and near it its direction
robs one of his breath. and has long ago could not be clearly seen. I stayed away
taught me to think of them with the greatest from the swirling mass, watching its rpot
respect. for evidence of rotation. Striking with

The technique we use for flying in these increased force' I saw a large mass of sand
dust devils is to keep a sharp eye on the being flung round anti~]ockwise.

tented camp whilst one is making normal I now made my approach in a clockwise
training flights, and when a dust devil is direction, describing a fairly large circk,
seen to start, wait a few seconds for it to during which my variometer was giving its
develop and gather a good body of sand, maximum reading. A too tight turn on the:
noting well its direction of rotation and line downwind side put a part of my inside wing
of travel. (The direction of travel in its into the vortex; the shock threw me into
early stages near the ground is not always the stral's and the wing bent in an alarming
directly down wind but in a line that deviates manner. This 'central area of greatly
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redllced pressure is something to be exper- sion ofwhat happened when this arrived and
ienced to be believed. Closely following on the base passed me on its upward journey. I
this was the shock of hitting the area of have no recollection at what height thrs
greatest uplift just outside the (;entral core. happ-cned, but I recall ~learly the ~d surges
The net result was that the machine was of lift and zero replaCing the racmg stream
thrown completely out of the column. of the dust devil, follo~ by a normal rate

Whilst flying just outside the column and of sink whilst, like a huge tortured snake,
licking my wounds prior to gening to grips the gyrating mass swung upwards over my
with it again, r noticed that the base was bead, its exposed end looking like a huge
travelling in a line that would bring it frayed garden hose.
directly over a large store of coal that is I kept my circles fairly tight for some
used to fire the Egyptian State Railway time after passing the base of the funnel,
engi~. Avoiding flying in tne influence and retained my position to feel the after
ofthe dust devil, I flew around it and waited effects which trail along in the funnel's
for the base to strike the coal yard. Suddenly path; but Oil this occasion everything
black masses of coal dust were being flung became as smooth as a mill-pond. Checking
violently into the column and climbing at my bearing and height, I found I was 7,200
an alarming rate. I turned into the dust feet high and over the town of Maadi. I
devil and was quickly engulfed in this black returned to the Heliopolis Aerodrome and
mass. continued with dual instruction. Later the

I thought to look down the centTC of the same afternoon, Flt.Lt. Wahab was thrown
vortex to see if it was as clear as had been up to 4,000 feet in no uncertain manner
those of my experience in the past. Tight- amid flying sand, to gain his C certificate
ening my turns, I whirled nearer and nearer in a Prefect.
to us centre, being pressed firmly down in Dust devils have no regular habits and
my seat until I thought I would go through vary in size from a foot in diameter (in
it. The machine, I felt, ,must be stood on which case they absolutely race along the
its wing tip, and then suddenly I was looking ground) to many hundreds of yards acr.osS.
down the vortex of the dust devil with the The conditions which appear to be
coal dust forming a dense wall, the whole necessary for the birth of a dust devil are
ofwhich gave one the impression oflooking intense heating of the air just above the
down a gigantic chimney. Needless to say, ground in a wind-shadow, such as the
the view was obtained in snatches, as I was leeward side of a hangar, or many small
being thrown about violently, on one wind-shadows such as the tented camo
occasion passing through the centre of the mentioned. The latter seems to be the
vortex with a terrific downward plunge, most efficient, as the constant feeding in of
only to be arrested with a violent shock and small bodies of superheated air over a large
flung upwards again on my spiralling path. distance builds the 'dust devil into a thing
Looking at my altime1er for the first time, of blind fury.
I found it had passed the 4,000 ft. mark In speaking of in,tense heating, one must
and was going round like the second hand remember that one cannot. put one's bare
of a clock. hand on the sandy surface during the day,

Into the edge of the vortex I went again, and concrete, etc. is worse still, whilst to
thrilled with the thought of seeing 4,000 touch accidentally a metal ,surface gives rise
feet Qf swirling coal dust form a huge chim- to language that is in itself sufficient to·
ney from me to the ground. But I was to start a thermal.
be disappointed, as now the ::himney hung Outside our hangar thore is It large
in the air with its base swirling many stretch of wind-sheltered concrete which
hundreds of feet above the ground, and it becomes intensely hot. In this area, close
was beginning to bend half-way up so that to the foot of the hangar, one can start up
only a restricted view of the interior of the one's own little thermafs on occasions by
funnel was available. For it moment I a quick sweep of a signalling bat from
had that horrible feeling one gets when shoulder level in circular and downwards
looking over the edge of a high building. direction to a point almost touching the

With bits of pa~r and much coal dust ground; one must step r;lpidly back or the
whirling round me, I settled down to keep vortex that is set up is spoilt. Such a
in the outer wall of the funnel until its miniatllfC thermal s.tarts about a foot in
bottom end reached me, to get an impres- diameter and quicklyassllffies a conical
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shape about two feet high, moving along side of the thermal (facing down ~ind)
the ground at a walking pace. Its rotation strikes an obstruction as it begins to break
increases very rapidly, until One has the away, the direction of rotation is then anti
impression of a whirling snake in front of clockwise. In the event of the obstruction
one. As it reaches the edge of the COncrete being on the right, it will be clockwise.
a little sand is thrown up and the thermal I have carried out a few experiments in
dies away. One wonders what initial energy changing the direction of rotation of the
is required to keep the thermal going. smaller dust devils. The most successful of

Approaching to land with the T-2IB on these was to drive a truck at the dus.t devil
one occasion, I found a tittle to the left of at a fairly high speed, passing through the
my approach path a duM devil about 100 side of the dust devil rotating towards the
yards across. I was then very low, and oncoming truck.. In one case only was the
decided to fly straight through it to exper- direction of the dust devil's rotation
ience the effect. I struck the dust devil at changed; in this case it was broken at its
a height of six feet. The glider received a base completely, and it struck again some
slight twist in the direction of rotation and 200 yards further on, rotating in the opposite
a bump that may have given me a few inches direction. (Sinee writing these notes I have
in height. For future encounters I learned seen the direction of rotation of a dust devil
to apply a Hale aileron and rudder just on of a diameter of 5 metres changed com
striking the dust devil. pletely by merely passing over a small

Several such flights have proved to me trench with the excavated mound of sand
the wisdom of instructing pupils to fly lying along it.~ edge, the whole lying at an
through dust devils when they are encoun- angle of 45 degrees to the line of tr:avel of
tered on the approach at very low altitudes, the dust devil.)
rather than adopt the more dangerous A dust devil when working well over the
practice of trying to avoid them. desert will, on striking houses, collapse

The lowest height at which I have used completely near the ground, but continue
a dust devil for soaring is 50 feet with the to rotate above the houses, the bottom of
Air lOO, and 100 feet with the T-21B. By the funnel ascending slowly. If the area to
U.K. standards these heights may appear be traversed is not too great, the funnel will
to be unsafe; but when one is sure of the strike again behind the houses, but if the
very strong lift one gets and the fact that area of the houses is of considerable extent
the column is clearly outlined in flying sand, the funnel will not strike again and will
it assumes a safer aspect. recede upwards.

Regarding the direction of rotation, this Passing over a hill of gentle slopes and
varies from thermal to thermal. 1have been of a height of 100 feet, the funnel will show
able to observe that the direction ofrotation a great burst of energy as it strikes the foot
is decided at the beginning of the life of the of the hill and then a quick weakening of
dust devil when it is just breaking away power as it climbs the slope with only the
from the iround. For example, if the left downwind edge of the dust devil sweeping
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the ground with sufficient force to raise content are seen everywhere. I have learned,
dust. At the very top of the hill aIlgrouod however, from experience that not all the
action <leases; then just over' the top columns seen can be used, as many having
rotation can be detected again, whilst at the appearance of being relatively near are
the foot of the'hill on the leeward side very in fact lying a good distance back froro their
violent rotation builds up, and at this stage apparent peighbour, with the result that
the rotation is more violent than in the T-2lB takes a dim view of the foxhoun<l
funnel's original state prior to its striking technique and threatens to deposit the crew
the hill. in the most awkward places when one's

The action of the dust devil as it passes enthusiasm drives her to attempt to cover
over a depression in the grourld is very too much barren territory between these
interesting and varies accordingtothe nature re-filling points. But in the Air 100 one can
andsize ofthe depression. IntheC<lseofasand spend many enjoyable hours under these
pit of a depth of 10 feet, the. vortex did not Utopian circumstances.
reach the bottom, but a widening 'of the A snag is that as one gets within a
funnel took place and the base of this mass distance of around 500 metres of the dust
lessened its s~ of rotation, swel;ping . column, the spectacles do not function any
about six feet above the floor of the pit with more, which calls for a technique oflining
occasional little isolated whirlpools reaching up one's glider with the thermal when still
out of the main mass to strike the floor of a good distance away. This technique is
the pit. A pit with steep sides breaks up the not as easy as it would appear, but it is
bottQm of the funnel. sufficiently successful to have opened up

A pit.30 feet deep with smoo,th, gradually quite neW fields of soaring on most days.
sloping sides fed the funnel to a hissing, Soaring one day on the Ataka mountain
madly whirling mass that threw up great rangl: near Suei, I saw approaching the
mass~sofsand. The funnel hung back in n'lountainside a rather large dust devil with
the pit and a great bend took place in the its column of whirling sand very well
main mass which was carried by the free defined and rising to a considerable height.
air above the pit. In this case the root of I put myself into a position to fly into it
the funnel finally left the pit to align itself with a view to seeing what effect the moon
some distance further on under the main tain barrier would have on it. I flew into
mass; but in one case the main column the funnel when it was about 200 yards
broke away and left the base of the funnel from the face of the mountain. For a
rotating in the pit to die OJlt in a few moment after entering the funnel all was
se<:onds; the funnel of the main mass well; then suddenly I was flung liP in the
striking ~gain a little distan.ce outside the most alarming manner, and by the time I
pit.'· realised my position I was well over 1,000

There s~rns to be a very close relation feet above the mountain top. Things had
between th' strength and life of a dust devil happened so quickly and with such violence
and the am"unt ofvisible slJ6pended matter that I was unable to form any clear recoJlec
it cOI'ltains,-so much so that I strongly tion of the effect of the dust devil striking
suspect that the absorption of the sun's the mountainside; by now the funnel was
rays by this swirling mass adds new energy clearly outlined a little distance back from
to the funnel d makes it almost indepen- the top of the mountain, but the base of it
dent of groun -collected hot air for its was hanging in the,air at a little less height
continued life. have not yet been priv- than I was at. Flying straight 1';or it, I was
i1eged to see th spectacle of a dust devil surprised to find that although the distance
extending from t gr~>und into cloud. aut was apparently short I was well below the
I have, flying the -2IB solo, OriCe entered base of the funnel when I reached it, and
a dust devil at feet and stayed with it I found no lift. Beating a hasty retrc.at to
into doud; but in t base of the cloud only the' mountain top again, I found the usual.
the odd bit of paper uld be detected being "down" behind the crest and I had to make
carried along. : a most undignified return to the landing

I have been given \,. pair of sun glasses ground on the other side via a very rocky
ofpolarized material ¥ving a reddish tint; gully, much to the delight of my students
a glance through thess glasses transforms whom I had previously instructed never to
a bright bluesky into a gliderpilot's paradise; approach this gully under any circum·
columns of rising air having a slight dust stances.
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American National Contest

T HE nineteenth American National Con
test, held at Grand Prairie, Texas, from

18th to 29th August, produced outstanding
results., Two new world's records and six
national records (including four for women)

, were set up; 26,000 miles were flown. across
country, including 12 flights exceeding 300
miles (five ofthem to goals); 4 Silver, 6 Gold
.and I Qiamond C were completed.

Fred Hoinville, who visited the meeting
on his way back to Australia, has kindly
sent us all the daily bulletins; he took ,over
the editorship of these after the first four
days. .

On Monday. 18th August, competitors
arrived and some took the air, finding dry
thermals to 9,000 ft. a.s.1.

Tuesday, 19th, Dick Johnson was first off
at 10_45 a.m., followed by Coverdale and
Ivans, as "pretty little cumulus buds were
beginning to burst into blossoms". Cover
dale, Ivans and Parker went 327 miles to
Amarillo (firs,$ two were goals), and
Johnson reached his goal at Lubbock, 290
miles.

Wednesday, 20th: All yesterday's long.
distance pilots were back and all but Parker
started again. Dick Jolmson made' the
longest flight of the contest, 373 miles to
Petersburg, Kansas. 'A national two-seater
record fQr goal-and.return, 158 miles, was
set up by Ted Nelson and Harry PerI.

Thursday. 21st~ In a goal-and-retum race,
with Mineral Wells as turning point, 16 out
of 22 completed the course of 124 miles.
Fastest speeds in m.p.h. were: DickJohnson,
51; lvans. 46.2; Coverdale, 43.2; Parker,
42.7; DaveJohnson in two-seater, 35.3. Betsy
Woodward set up a national feminine
record for out-and-return distam:e.

From this point on, we give extracts
from the bulletins issued

by Fred HoinviIle

Friday, nnd: Bill Coverdale breaks world
record with round trip of 268 miles.
Interviewed by our special reporter (me),
Bill modestly said. "Aw, it was easy", as he
smiled a Hard, Stem smiJeand tenderly
rubbed a Hard, Stern spot.

Betsy Woodward breaks Women's
national distance record, and earns first

woman Gold C in brilliant 20S-mile fljght
to Sweetwater, Texas.

Dick Johnson and Paul Beikle make
325-mile goal flight to Odessa and seven
-other pilots make their goals, six being of
Diamond goal distance. Lorraine Bell and
George umbros, in BG·6 and Wolf, exceed
n hours to complete their Silver Cs.

Saturday, 23rd: Dick Johnson breaks
world speed record. Around a 79-milc
triangular ~ourse, under official FA.!.
conditions, Dick averaged 48.8 m.p.h. One
of these days Dick is goin~ tQ fini~h the
RJ·S and make it into a really good sail
plane.

Dave Johnson breaks national record for
two-place speedevent. ThoseJohnson boys
are plumb monotonous. No imagination
at all. Can't do a thing except break records'
Dave averaged 3KI. All except one con
testant completed the course, and five beat
the previous U.S. record.

Monday, 25th: No reeords were broken.
BilrIvans was top scorer with a measly 308
miles. Never mind, Bill, the weather can't
be good every day, even in Texas. Bill
Coverdale, 286 miles, and Paul Bikle, 275
miles, were next.

The race for the title is gettin grim.
Johnson, 1,695; Coverdale, 1,61; and
Ivans, 1,644, only have a moderate'lead on
the others. Dave Johnson with t13 miles
top-scored in the two-place sectioy. Brother
Dick had an offda~ with 189 milFs. In fact,
as you can see, the 'day was barely soarable.

Tuesday, 26th: Here I am, stili publishing
statistics on. the silveJ, gold ,and diamond
production of Texas. Whicli means to sa~

that Paul SChweizer got a G.old C with one
Diamond to-day; Steve Be.nnis a Gold C:'
Lawrence Gehrlein completed his Gold C;
Little Larry" a Silver C; and Harry Moline
also a Silver C. Rudy Opitz (}forten IV)
made Diamond C distante with 318 miles.

Other good flights inolude: Dick Johnson
-remember the nameJ-328 to AimiriIlo..
Brother Dave (I seem fo have heard of him
before, too) did a two-place goal of 21 S
miles to Sweetwater. Dave reached his goal
at 4.50 with 'plenty of time to spare. Ray
Parker. who has been well up with the
leaders, made 308 miles in the Tiny.Mite, a
lovely little ship.
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Bill Coverdale still holds second place
with his goal of 290 miles to Woodward,
Okla. He gained a few points on Ivans, w110
djd '306 miles (no goal) to Midland, landing
at the remarkable hour of 7.36.

Wednesday, %7tb: Since this was a task
day, the task was selected as a speed dash
t'O Shennan and return, 67 miles each way.
Bill Ivans made the best time at 38.8 m.p.h.,
happily announcing that the lift was strong
and plentiful, so that he didn't work any
thing under 6 ft/see. Ray Parker, with 29.7,
was next in, reporting thennals scarce aod
weak and very uncertain. Paul Bikle, with
29.7, found lift so rare that he had to use
every bit. Close questioning and examin
,ation of all the available evidence indicates
that all three did go to Sherman and back,
and that it was the same Sherman in each
case.

'J1nJnday, 28th: Our Texas weather
returned to normal to-day, one w:orld record
and one national rec,ord being chalked up.
Dick Johnson (monotonous, isn't it?)
smashed his own speed record to raise the
world figure from 48 to 53.3 m.p.h .., giving
all rivals a lesson in generalship as well as
firing power. Dick started fairly early, did
the speed course cautiously at 37.3 m.p.h.
to ensure a safe score. After landing, he
tried again, and this time he went {lat Qut,
gambling for a big score with little to lose.
The gamble paid off, and will most likely

. ensure Dick's winning in the final account
,ing.

Bill Ivans with 40.8 and Bill Coverdale at
38.4 also did vel'} well. Betsy Woodward
added another national record to her

, p,resent string with a women's record of
28.05 m.p.h., which, for the BG·7, was

, ..

Dicl(Johnson rigs his RJ-5 at Madrid
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mighty fast going and showed some of the
boys the way home, round the 80-mile
triangular course.

Friday, 29th: It's all over. Dick JohnSon
(no hum) came in first in the open fl¥ing
with Opiu. Ivans and Coverdale next.
Betsy Woodward made a new national
women's record, just to leeep things normal
for this rneet-77 miles goal. Longe:;t
distances: Johnson, 283 miles; Paul Bikle,
281; Bill Ivans, 254; Bill Coverdale, 250;
Rudy Opitz (tailless) 224 to goal.

Final Results
Name Sailplane Points

I. R. H. JohnS0n RJ-5 2045
-2. W. S. Ivans).23' 1927
3. W. H. Coverdale )-23 1880
4. P. F. Bikle 1-19 1739
5. R. Parker Tiny Mite 1702
6. K.Trager T·3E.xp. 1617
7. R.Opitz Horten IV 1530
8. D. Johnson L-K Flattop 1492
9. B. M. Carris 1.23 1394

10. S. Beonis 1--«. 1251
11. L. Gehrlie.n Snr. 1-23C 1145
12. W.J. Krohne L-K 10%
13. D. A, Reed L-K 1081
14. Ted Nelson Hummingbird 881
15. W. Wiberg Li'lDoggie 789
16. Betsy Woodward .Briegteb 7 780
17. P. MullQy 1-23 690
18. P.A.Sherman L-K 579
19. R. Lyon L-K 559
20. G. Lambros Wolf 546
21. R. W. Jackson TG-2 442
22. S. Nephew L·K 376
23. K. FlagIer TG-2 317
24. L. A. BeIl Brieg1eb 6 277
~. D.Bradley 1-19 219
26. R. W. Breilililg L·K' 218
27. VirgioiaBennis L~K 201
28. L.J.Gehrlie'n 1-23e 136

Champion:, Richard H. Jobnson.

Two-place Champion: Dayid Johnson.

Woman €hampion: Betsy Woodward,

Junior Champion: 1>mJglas Bradley (age 14}

Club Championship:
Elmira Area Soaring Association.

Texas State Championship:
Delbert A. Reed.



Operation Cumulus
by F. H. Ludlam

(Imperial Colle~e ofScU!nce)

D URING tlte first fortnight of AJ\lgust ~n
attempt was made at Cranfield, In

"Bedfordshire, to obtain data on the struc
ture of thermals and small cumulus. The
work, called "Operation Cumulus", was
organised by the Imperial College, but had
the co-operation of the College of Aero.
nautics, the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(Farnborough), the Meteorological Office
and Cambridge University.

"Daisy", the T-21 b of the Imperial
College Gliding Club, was filled in the
second seat with an automatic observer
cOQstrl1,cted under the supervision of Frank
Irving. The flight instruments in this ob
serve.r were fed with electricity by two
12-volt accumulators housed beneath the'
observer, and were photographed at intet
vals of about two seoonds by a special
35~mm. camera. The picture shows a typical
record and the general lay-out of the
instruments; those of primary interest to
the meteorologist are a very sensitive aner
oid giving atmospheric pressure, and a
thermometer. This latter consisted of a
20-junction copper-constantatl thermo
couple, housed in a radiation-shield beneath
one wing-root, which deflected a galvan
ometer-spot completely over a 1O-cm. scale
for a temperature change'of ,J2°e., so that
it easi'ly indicated temperature to O.loC.

"Daisy" was towed by a Storch (piloted
by John Sowrey) to some two or three
thousand feet in the vicinity of the airfield,
and its pilot (Frank trving usually, but
Lorne Welch also helped) then released in
a position suitable for making one or two
traverses ofthe thermal beneath a particular
cumulus cloud. 'The automatie observer
was switched on before entering the thermal"
and off again well after leaving it; mean
wbile the pilot tried to keep a constant
attitude, and occasional sightings from two
theodolites at the gmund determined his
exact height.

This work was designed to give accurate
measurements of updrau:ght.speed and
excess-temperature across fhermals. All
went smoothly, but until the last day the
weather was too violent for completely

successful operation-there were cumulo
nimbus and heavy showers or thunder.
storms on each of the first nine days! On the
last day the cumuh,ls were all that could be
desired-all over the sky, slow-moving;
base 4,500 ft., tops 8,000 ft., with 10 ft/sec.
lift both inside and beneath. Unhappily,
early in the afternoon "Daisy" landed in a
field four miles away, with the trailer still
back at Lasham. The party was notaJpset,
however, ,and by divers ways and means had
Daisy back at the airfield by dusk; security
veils must be drawn over the deta,iJs of this
>unique retrieve, but it can be said that very
strong arms were needed and were provided.

It will take several weeks tQ analyse the
film records whkh were obtained, and to
integrate all the other data which were
obtained, of which the most valuabre are

Print from a typical auto-observer mm
during "Operation Cumulus," The instru
ments, from left to right and top to bottom,
are; Clock, signal lamp, thermometer galvo,
pitch-and-roll indicator, air speed indicator,
voltmeter (for calIbration), two ])esynn
indicators for fllte of pitcb and incidence,

precision aneroid, and Horn variometer.
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probably those of the Meteorologi~l

Research Flight, who charged around In
our neighbourhood, making all kinds of
measurements- in and around cumulus, and
even using a cunning hot-wire updraught
meter and a thermometer with a millisecond
time~onstant to compete with "Daisy" in
sampling thermals. . .

The Cambridge University Air Squadron
Anson made temperature-soundings and
tried seeding cumu1us with finely-ground
common salt, according to my recipe.
During this period, however, it Seemed that
Nature herselfhad provided the clouds with
salt enough, and ours was not req';Ji~.. A
radar watch was kept on the preclpltatmg
clouds.

The cumulus were also explored by
Olympias piloted by A1an Yates and Paul
Blanchard, and reconnaissance-aircraft of
the R.A.F. took photographs from very
high levels to record the general a~pearance
and distribution of the clouds. Tln1e-lapse
movie pictures were taken ffom tbe ground
to examine the typical life-histories of
individual clouds.

A team ofstudents from Imperial College
determined the wind distribution by follow
ing balloons with two theodolites, and they
also maintained thermo-hygrographs at I
foot and 60 feet above the ground. These
instrumental records, together with special
soundings by barrage-balloon at near-by
Cardington, will provide valuable inform
ation about the properties of the super
adiabatic layer next to the ground.

The research party spent a most educative
and very tiring fortnigh.t at this 'York. T!"te
operations of eacb section combtned eaSily
with those of the others, largely because of
the use of Pye radio for inter~ommuni

cation. I Another very great help was the
excellent accommodation pr0Vided by the
College of Aeronautics, and their great
helpfulness with all the flying arrangements.

Our party was in good humour through
out and very much enjoyed the help ofPaul
MaCcready and occasional visits by other
personalities well-known to the gliding
world (for example, Jock Forbes looked in
and tried hard to persuade us that thennals
are rotating "chimneys", not "bubbles").

The wealth of experience and data which
we have obtained will provide us with
many pondering hours this winter, and are
sure to broaden .and refine .our ideas on
thermals. You may be sure we shall tell
you all about them!

Oskar Ursinus
1877 -1952

Q SKAR Ursinus was rightly regarded as
. the father 'of soaring flight throughout

the world. Before his time, soaring had
been attempted by a few isolated experi
menters rarely with success. He inspired
a movement which led to the mastery of
soaring flight and Its widesDt:ead pra~ice.

Ursinus has related how, In despalf at
the treaty restrictions on German aviation
in 1919 he betook himself to the Wasser
kuppe 'mountain, lay on his back, saw
buzzards soaring overhead, and had an idea.
Thereafter, gliding contests were held
annually for 20 years on the Wasserkuppe,
at which most of the important pre-war
advances insoaring technique were achieved.

On 6th July last year, I called at his home
in Frankfurt-am-Main and took the photo
graph reproduced above. He died of a
'stroke on 6th July this year_-A.E.S.
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The B.G.A Inspection System·
by the Chairman, British Gliding Association

O NE ofthe great attractions of the British
Gliding movement is that we are, to

a large degree, allowed to control ourselves
in a Britain where officialdom is more and
more taking over contrQI of most aspects
of our lives. When the Ministry of Civil
Aviation delegated to the B.G.A respon
sibility for maintaining a safe standard of
Airworthiness amongst its affiliated clubs
and individuals, the B.G.A. introduced its
own scheme for the renewal of Certificates
of Airworthiness, and its own system of
Approved Inspectors.

During the years that this ·scheme has
been running there has, so far, been no
instance of serious structural failUlC: in the

. ai;, but an examination of Approved
Inspectors' rePQrts has thrown up several
instances which might-indeed should
have led to serious trouble. It is thought
desirable, therefore, to brinll; a selection of
such instances to general notice, not to
cause embarrassment to the people con
cerned (who shall remain strictly anony
mous), but so that their lucky escapes may
possibly save other people's lives.

The large majority of inspections show
nothing to worry about, but the following
examples do show the great importance of
our C of A. scheme. Gliding can be, and
should be safe; but anydevice which elevates
the human frame into the air without any
visible means of support obviously can be
lethal if not treated with proper respecL

Anyone exceeding speed limitations or
indulging in aerobatics for which his
machine is not stressed, or failing to report
a heavy landing, is risking the neck of a
perfectly innocent pilot who may sub
sequently fly the machine. It is a respon
sibility which no sane man would undertake
jf he realised what he was doing. Which is
the reason for this report.

root end ribs and the root torsion box skin
had devel.ol'ed signs of failure. The bolts
were of too short a pla'in length and had
threads in sheaT.

REMARKS.-The slack bolts were unlikely
to have caused failure, but structural failure
in the air was imminent due to the secon
daryelfects on the root rib and .torsion
box skin.

LEssoN I.-Investigate fully defects found
on Daily Inspection. Do not exceed placard
flight limitations. 1n the aboVe instance it
was known that the speed and permitted
manoeuvre limitations had been exceeded
on several occasion5. •

case n.-During a C. of A, inspection
it was found that both aileron master hinges
had pulled through the ailen;m sub-spar.
On this t~, the master hinge is the only
location of the aileron in a spanwise dir..
tion. The machine had been flown on lft1.e
morning of the inspection.

REMARKs.-A lapse of daily inspection.
The causes were excessive cable tension
and tail-wind loading on the ailerons.

LESSON II.-Thorough daily inspections
are vital.

Case III.-Whilst examining a machine
of the same type, it was noted that the split
pin at the connection of the aileron cable
to the horn was missing. The machine had
almost certainly been flown like this the
previous day.

REMARKS.-Another lapse ofdaily inspec
tion. The aileron had been remov«l for
repair a few days before.

LESSON llI.-It is standard aircraft
practice to have duplicate inspection of
flying controls by two separate individuals
when adjustments or replaceinents are
made.

Case l.-A cantilever sailplane developed Case IV.-on a Grunau it was found
movement be.t~n the wing root fittings that the top skin of the, neck of the fuselage
and the spar. The owners 'tightened the was unstuck. This was re-glUed and the
attachment bolts and continued to fly. As machine continued to fly. On the C. of A.
the tightening of the bolts did not eliminate examination it was found that the whole
the trouble, they had the machine inspected internal structure of the neck had become
and it. was found that the movement of the unstuck, requiring major work on the main
root fittings had unstuck the joints of the bulkheads, neck side skins and diagonals,
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REMARKS.-Machine in danger of struc
tural failure in the air.

LESSON IV.-Investigate snags thoroughly
when found. Thisfailure probably originoted
in a num,bel' of unorthodox landings some
time previously. Jt was also known that
flight limitations had been exceeded.

Case V.-c. of A. examination on an
intermediate glider revealed a very home
made repair near the root of the rear spar.

A very short splice of Z form had been
used. Investigations with the previous
owm;rs failed to determine how or when the
repair had been made.

REM.UXS.-Repair carried out by some,
one unqualified. As found, there .was a
definite risk of structural failure in the air.

LEssoNV.-Undernodrcumstancesallow
major repairs to be carried out by unquali
fied 'pcrson5, and before purchasing a
second.Jland machine have it inspected by
an approved inspector.

Case VI.-When called to repair damage

to the front skid anchorage in a two-seater,
it was found that the bulkhead carrying the
main control column assembly was split
right through, necessitating repla.cement
of the bulkhead.

REMARKs.-Machine was being flown in
this state, with serious risk ofcomplete loss
of aileron and elevator control in the air.
Lapse: of inspection after heavy landing.

LESSON VI.-AlI heavy landings must be
reported, and a thorough inspection aiven
the aircraft.

Cue VII.-A machine was found with
six diagonal braces in the wing sheared
through. Damage most probably caused
by excessively steep climbs on a belly
hook.

REMARKS.-Climbing too steep and too
fast on a. belly-hook is dangerous.

LESSON VII.-Cbeck the ultimate strength
of the weak link used. Neither the pilot nor
the winch-driver should tolerate excessive
climbs on a belly-hook. .

------lC><------

Revival in Japan
l\.11"lL Tadao Shizuru writes that the
11'.1. "Glider Federation of Japan" was
formed last May. The Federation has·25
branches and a membership of about 1,500.
In prc-war times, he states, about 80,000
people "enjoyed the glider sport", of whom
about 300 had soaring experience.

The first Japanese sailplane to be built
after the war, illustrated in the accompany
ina photograph, had its maiden flight on
11th May at Tamagawa. Tokyo. Four more
sailplanes, 10 secondaries and about 30.
primaries are at present being built in
various parts of Japan.
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· Round a lOO-Kilometre Triangle
by Tony Goodhart

......

a slight headwind at 15.40. Cloud base had
now worked up to just over 4,000 ft. but
back toward~ Culham the cumulus were, to
say the least of it, sparse, and high cloud
was getting rapidly thicker and cutting off
the insolation. A convenient thermal over
Halton enabled me to· spend ten minutes
there waiting, again vainly, for recognition
and watching the activities of the A.T.C.
1 am assured, however. that recognition
signals were in fact made and that it must
have been I who failed to receive them.

I then headed west into a wilderness of
no thermals and no cumulus and was soon
down well below 2lXXJ ft. and had almost
decided to place <rown at Thame R.A.F.
Station, when I saw a minute cumulus form
over a slightly sunny patch up towards
Aylesbury. It, or more probably its success
or, worked, and I was soon back to nearly
4,000 ft. From here it looked as if Culham,

ON Sunday, 17th August, the "Met"
reported a col between Saturday's and

Monday's deep and extremely damp
depressions; ll-ccordingly I decided to try for
the lOO-kilometre tria.ngle U.K. local speed
recor,d which, as far as I know, has not so
far been claimed.

Turning points presented a slight prob
lem, as the other half (Nick) of the Good
hart organisation was too busy, teaching
Dartmouth Cadets to fly, to be able to fly
round in his Auster and mark the points.
However, by choosing White Waltham and
Halton, at both of which R.A.F. stations
A.T.C. gliding was taking place, the prob
lem was solved.

After some discussion with the Met man
at Culham Naval Air Station on the relative
merits of going CW or CCW, I was towed
off in the Naval Meise by Nick at 13.20 and
released well clear of my starting· line at
about 2,000 fl. at 13.30. The sky was
sparsely dotted with minute cumulus at.
about 3,000 ft.; a couple of hours earlier'
there had been a lot of the curious eyebrow
like Pileus described by Dr. Scorer in this
Summer's issue of GUDING; these had by
now disappeared and the thermals were just
condensing before arriving at the inversion.
I soon found that the very small cumuli
teoded to indicate where a thermal hat/been,
and the best ones were to be found else
where.

Aftera bit offumbling Icrossed mystarting
line at 13.47 and set off towards White
Waltham. The sky promptly became devoid
of cumulus, though there were plenty to be
seen about 10 miles to the east, and I spent
rather a long time keeping Benson R.A.F.
aerOdrome under my lee in case I had to
make a fresh start; however, things soon
picked up and, except for some few minutes
when I started studying suitable fields near
Henley, I had no further trouble in reaching
White Waitham (at 14.50). After spending
five minutes there watching the A.T.C. T-J c.~o ... "•• \ .~·M •• IT k ".S." ,on
cadets and hoping (vainly)for the previously C", ./ B••• f •• i" T .
agreed recognition signal, I set course for
Halton.

By nOw I was in an area offrequent strong l,-'

tbermaIs (sometimes up to 20 ft/sec.), and _.J..1-..-------::---~...,..,..,:_1

reached Halton with no trouble at all against
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round a series of three consecutive loops.
I would like, however, to sound a note

of warning. On 3rd August, when flying
from that superb site, the Long Mynd, I
was swept up t'O rather over 12,000 ft. in a
nice fat "cu" and, as freezing level was
about 7,000 ft., I collected a respectable
growth ofice induding a gO<Xi lump all over
ihe venturi. The vario appeared to be
working thoroughly satisfactorily-blll
on the way down, soon after gelling below
freezing level wh.en the ice started melting,
I found that the vario had stuck hard
"a-down" and a gain of height of 1,000 ft.
in the next thermal failed to induce it to
change its mind. I then observed that the
"down" tube was half full of water. After
some juggling behind t!le panel (accompan
ied by a variety of quasi-aerobatic man
oeuvres), I got the Cobb-Slater vario free
and was confronted by the inscription "Do
not blow down these tubes"; no doubt
sound advice, but a surprising quantity of
water came out when 1 did. Even so, how
ever, it had obviously "had it" and, not
being of the high standard of thes-e B
e<:rtificate experts who happily soar un
instrumented Tutors around the sky all
afternoon, I soon found myself pla£ed in a
field awaiting "recuperacion" by Nick.

To misquote an old adage, the Suck.er
(me, or the venturi?) was sucked. Being
connected to a vessel gasping for air on
being brought down some 7,000 feet, it is
obvious that the small suction exerted by
the venturi was overcome and a large
quantity ofair was required to go in, taking
with it copious draughts of cold water.

The solution to this awkward problem
would appear to me to be twofold ;

(I) To fit a water tap. between venturi
and vario.

(2) To fit another vario on the panel with
the static open to cockpit pressure.

We are also considering trying an air
"leak" in the tube connecting v.enturi and
vario. The idea of this is that, however
much suction is exerted by the bottle, the
venturi will always be able to suck out to
atmosphere. Whether this idea will work,
remains to be seen. Perhaps Mr.lrving may
have other ideas on the subject. .

In conclusion, may 1 say that Mr.lrving's
device makes all tbe difference to a~urate
thermal soaring, particularly when flying
blind, it completely elimina.tes such inac
curacies as "stick. lift" and .ike errors.

ToNY GooDHART.

-.---)C>(----

Correspondence
THE TOTAL ENERGY VARIOMETER

Dear Sir,
Having been much impressed, if not a

little bewildered by F. G. Irving; M.ENQ.,
D.I.C.'S article, in the Summer issue of
GLI.DING, on the TotaT Energy Variometer,
my brother and 1 decided to apply the
principle' to the Naval Meise and accord
ingly arranged to have the special venturi
copied. Test flights showed that the device
worked perfectly, so well in fa.t that the
variomet.er showed "down" the whole way
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might conceivably be within reach and I
studiously flew at best gliding angle; large
areas of sink, however, confounded my
calculations and, although I could see
Culham, 1 eould see that, from 1,500 ft.,
I wouldn"t make it. There was a thoroughly
decayed·looking bit ofcumulus between me
and Culham, which, when I reached it, was
gracious enough to give me my best rate of
climb of the day and whisked me to 3,500
ft. before I could bring m)selfto break away
from its tender caress, so that 1 re-crossed
my line at 16.45, doing 70 knots with 1,500
feet in hand.

One hundred and seven kilometres in 2
hours 58 minutes-36 km. per hour or 22.3
m.p.h.

Telephone calls to White Waltham and
Halton both confirmed that I had been
observed and 1 now await the promised
observation certificates before forwarding
the proper documentation to the B.G.A.

It may be ohserve4 from the barograph
trace that 1tried to work between cloud base
and I,000 ft. below. Whenever fdid get well
down I found the therrnals weaker than
higher up, and also at times the Chilterns
reached up some 800 ft. towards me, so
altogether it seemed prudent to try to keep
high. (Incidentally all heights, except the
Chilterns, are above Culham, which is 200
ft.a.s.l.)

My object in writing up this fljght, which
was in no way spectacular, is to try to show
thllt the lOO-kilometre triangle really pre
sents very little difficulty on a day of little
or no wind. If it is successful it entails no
retrieving at all, and at worst the retrieve
can be no more than 2J air miles-say 30
road miles.



Clubs & Associations

OUR figures 1,)p to the end of July show
an increase in club activities over the

corresponding period orIast year, although
of course the total figures are down on
accQunt of no Competitions this year.

Certificates gained have risen by an all
round figure of30%, while club aircraft and
private owners in the club did 2,490 launches
tor 831 hours flying, launches being prac
tically the same as last year and flying times
25 % up. T-31 training'launches and times
are up by 3% and 36% respectively, with
949 launches and 118' hours. This means,
of course, a longer average flight time, and
the significance of this is not readily appar
ent. Possibly it means that we are ifadually
approaching that ideal state where a pupil
starts with long soaring flights during wbich
he learns to make the aeroplane do what he
wants, and then goes Oill to "circuits and
bumps" where he learns to know what he
wants the aeroplane to do. Far more likely,
it just means a larger proportion of soaring
to circuiting days than last year.

The A.T.C. are repeating last year's
experiment with a five weeks' camp at
Camphill. About a cfozen cadets at a time
(all with B certificates) spend a week at the
camp, using a Sedbergh, T·31 and Tutor.
The object of the exercise, of course, is for
the cadets to get their Cs, and from this
poini ofview the weather has been defioitely
unkind, at least during the first three weeks.
but we hope to be able to report better luck
for the enterprise as a Whole, later on.

The Cambridge Club spent a week at
Campbillin June, wit.h four machines, doing
50 hours flying, getting four Silver C legsand
completing one Silver C with a cross
countrY of 55 miles.

Special activities this summer have in
cluded a week's camp in June for ab-initios,
and a fortnight in July for members of the
Royal Naval G.S.A., using our equipment
ana aircraft. Both ventures may be said to
have been successful, together having 587
launches, 70 hours flying, 21 certificates and
no damage to aircraft.

Derbyshir~ & Lancashire
Gliding Club

G:O.S.

Association of 2nd T.A.F.

Gliding Clubs

THE 1952 competitions took place at
Scharfoldendorffrom 20th to 29th May.

In spite of persistent rain and low cloud
which p~ted competition fiying for five
days, a very successful meeting was held.
Some 240 launches were made, with more
than 135 hours flown. Notable among the
flights were 9 Silver C's gained, 4 Gold C
distances and a Gold C height.

On the first day conditions were very
good. Three competitors landed in Belgium,
while a fourth landed at Trier. Transport
difficulties delayed some of the retrieving,
but remainina competitors, particularly in
the Meise and Grunau class, scored. well.
Unfortunately bad weather, which arrived
on 24th May, remained, and it was not until
the last day that flying was resumed..
Team and best individual SCOI'CS were:-

. Points
1. Headquarters 2ndl.A.F. Club 1719
2. R.E. Crub, HameTn 1272
3. R.A.F. Luneburg 1191
Class A (Weihe) 1. FIt.Lt. Osland 196

2. Lt. Ball 178
Class B (Meise) 1. Cpl. Brennan 207

2. Major Macey 203
Class C (Grunau) 1. Sgt. Hodgson 104

2. Cpl. Hutt 80
Best individual perfonnances:

Class A, Flt.Lt. Osland
Class B, MajOr Macey
Class C, Sgt. Hodgson

Outstanding flights were:-
ZJ)th May Kms.

Lt. Ball Tongres (Belgium) 318
Major Macey St. Vith (Belgium) 309
Cpl. McKerchel' Blevet (Belgium) 33.5
Flt.Lt. Osland Trier 329
Fg.Off.O'Sullivan RAF. Wabn 214
Cpl. Slater Endert 216
Mr. Gray Eifa . 133

21st May ~

Cpl. Brennan Rinnen ,.. 268
Sgt. Hodgson Neuenrade 145
Miss Bell Attendorn 152

29th May .
Fg.Off. sumVll~-Gold C Hei~t (approx.
11,000 feet, Subject to <:onfirmatlon).
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Central AfrIcan
Gliding Association

I N April this association was officially
formed. Jack Wall was elected Chairman,

Robert Mit"hell Hon. Secretary with
George McLe'llan as Assistant Hon. Scene
tary, and Captain Derek Lane as Treasurer
and Chairman of the Flying Subcommittee..
Other directors were E. Burditt, Chairman
of the Salisbury Club, Jim Harrison of
Umvukwes, and J. Marrold of Umtali and
Salisbury. It was decided to take steps to
acquire registration with toe F.A.I., ~ that
Rhodesian certificates <:an be issued, and
records established. Gliding is prospering
so well in the covntry that the Association
is felt to bcwell timed.

BuJawayo.-There is little news from this
club. It has not been officially formed in
that no subscriptions have been calIed for
from members; nevertheless the club has
almost finished constructing its winch. has
its tow car, and a Primary.

Gwelo.-This club is ·even more embryo
but it is understood that an acting com
mittee has been formed .and is endeavouring
to acquire a Primary. .

Thomhill (G,reIo) R.A.F.-Wlth S/Ldr.
Lamond as secretary, this club has com
menced operations with a Primary, and
more recently a Tutor, which is flying with
struts borrowed from the Salisbury Gliding
Club. So far the accent has been on training
ab-initio pupils; the club is lucky in haviog
the use ofa large flat airfield, and at present
is using a V8 and piahO wire for auto-t-ow.
Efforts are being made to acq.uire a T-35,
or T-3!.

Umtali.-There seems to be a state of
Status Quo in Umtali. The T-31 which was
delivered 4 months ago was left standing
without protection at the docks, and the

.club appears to be taking no action pending
the decision of tbe insuran~e WIllpanies.
In fact, the members seem to be so despon
d;nt that they have not even been flying
their Primary.

Unrmk1res.-The club's first aircraft, a
T·31, arrived last April in kit form, and, to
judge from the absence of Messrs. garrison,
Bultnan, and Darby from meets of the
Salisburyclub, progress must be being maoe
on the assembly. Luckily Jim Harrison has
already constructed a runway on his farm.
so little should delay operations to the first
rural club to be formed in Rhode~ia.

Salisbury.-This club has gone from
success to success. Already its pilots-
namely Messrs.. Lane and 'Wallis, al\d
Harrold hold wer1d height records of 11,600
[eet for the T-3l and 14.000 feet for the
Tutor. respectively, and .a most successful
Easter was achieved. Messrs. Bone, Doug
Elliott, and-at last-Robert Mitchellmade
11,000 feet. this in a T-3!, and Burditt was
endeavouring to make a leg for his Silver
C in H·!7. Twelve hours was achieved in
the four days from a flat site and one winch,
ofwhich we are proud. Many new members
have also been enrolled and many are
awaiting for conversion to the Cadet.

The two-seater. with Messrs. Lane and
Fletcher, ran into a down over the approach
losing 250 ft. in a tight turn, and needing to
lose 260, a &'I'ound loop in ~n-foot gr-ass
resulted. writing off nose and tail. . The
damage has been repaired in the last month,
the Cadet has been assembled, and both
aircraft are due to be test-flown at Whitsun.

Derek Lane's Kite is still in foo many
pieces, than!l:s to a local shortage of mat
erials, but should be flying when the soaring
season returns again. By this time, too, we
hope to see Jack Wall's Kite vying with it
and the H·17. Watch out, Rhodesia!

R.M.

Salisbury Club's T-31 about to take off for a 11,600 ft. climb.
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London Gliding Club
Jone.-Saturday, 7tll, brought remark

ably good thermals at Dunstable as at most
other clubs, with the whole soaring fleet
going up repeatedly to <:loud base at S,700
ft., including both two-seaters.

Nixon went 53 miles to Earl's Colne for
Silver C distance, staying between 5,000 and
6,000 ft. all the way and finding that "every
cloud worked". Stephenson went to Oxford
and back, reaching 8,000 ft.; Dodd to
Henlow and back; Wheatcroft to Luton,
Leighton Buzzard and back; Buckle to
Hatfleld; and Tarnow got Silver C height
in the Prefect. Total flying, 60 hours.

Foster took the Sky to Aylesbury and
back on the II th. The month provided a
lot of good thermal days, and Scarborough
frequently had his passengers up at cloud
base.

July.-The instruction JX>urse was run
energetically by George Scaroorough and
Peter Fletcher. Several of the 12 pupils
brought their families as a result of the club
undertaking to house and feed them. Pupils
were roused at crack of dawn (we are told)
and flying went on till dark.

On the 20th, Wailer did a short cross
country, several people reached the clouds
and Yates went inside, reaching~600 ft.
Nixon made an out-and-return t~ranfield
on 22nd, and Ell is landed at Halton on 24th.

Lawrenoe Wright got 9,400 ft. in cloud
after an acro-tow on 22nd, and on 25th
made a goal f1ighf to Lasham. Next day he
tried to fly back against a light wind and got
as far as Booker. The place seems to have
become a sort of posting-station on the
Lasham-Dunstable run.

Preston obtained Silver C height in the
Grunau on 26th, a windless day.

August.-The social event of the month
was a Discussion on the International Con
tests, under Yates'schairmanship. Speakers,
in order of hearing, were Philip Wills, Paul
MacCready, Jock Forbes, GeoffreyStephen
son, Lome Welch, Fred Slingsby, and Dr.
Dick Scorer, after which Hugh Latto show
ed his films. Other visitors we were pl~d
to welcome from the U.S.A., as wellasP~ul,

were Jon Carsey, President of the Soaring
Society.of America, and Mrs. Carsc)l.

Several front-like cu-nims came over on
the 3rd, and quite a few pilots made cloud
base. Peter Rivers got under a hanging
curtain of cloud and went up with the vari
ometer off the clock.

A notable day was Tuesday 12th, when
Foster in his RhOnbussard and EIUs in an
Olympia both flew into Lincolnshire, further
nOrth than anyone has soared from Dun
stable before. A S.W. wind of about 25
knots was blowing across the route.

Foster went I1I miles to Binbrook in 3
hrs. 7 mins. Ellis, who started at 3 p.m.,
saw too many jets around there for comfort,
and deviated to IngoJdrnells (Skegness), 99
miles. He said the going was good to
Petersfield, then beqlme poor; Foster also
found the air getting flat towards the end.
But both pilots saw lots of good clouds
further inland after landing.

Pat Foster completed her Silver C on 17th
by catching a thermal off the winch and
taking tbe Rhonbussard 41 miles to Farn
borough. Three cross-eountries on 23rd
were: L. Wrightto White Waltham, Wynter
to Hockcliffe and Hennessey to Luton.

Annual General Meeting.•-This was held
on 16th August, with Dudley Hiscox in the
chair. The figures for launches, 4,670, and
flying hours, 1,658, during 1951 were both
down on the previous year; nevertheless,
the club did one-sixth of the total launcbes
and one-fifth of the flying hours put up by
all the 21 B.G.A. affiliated clubs.

Club trophies were awarded as follows:
Desoutter Cup for best constructional

effort, to Peter Rivers for instrumental
improvements to club fleet.

Cellon Cup for best ab-initio of the year,
to Derek Abbott.

Dent Cup for best flight from Dunstable,
posthumously to Jack Hanks for flight to
Norfolk coast.

Derry Trophy for the most useful work
for the Club, to Dudley Hisoox.

Committee members ejected or re-elected:
Abbott, Ellis, Hennessey, Hisoo~ Betty
Richardson, WiIliams.

A.E.S.

Air Training Corps

A IR Minist~y authority has been obtain.cd
for pubhcatJon of the A.T.e. "aVOid

able acciderit/incident rate" during 1951,
which was 6.6 accidents/incidents per
10,000 glider launches (two-seater ratc 2.2),
against the civil gli~ing club rate of 18.0
accidents/incidents per 10,000 glider laun
ches.
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Deeside Gliding Club

TRAINING has continued at an increased
rate, the total number of launches

reaching the 200 per month mark -in April
and May: Pilots have still been confined
to the airfield as, till now, only an S(i·38
and a Cadet (the latter pranged at the
beginning of May) were available; never
theless, with the aid of a variometer, several
sustained circuits of up to over 7 minutes
were possible with the latter aircraft. At
the time of writing we nave, however, just
acquired a Kite T, on which great expec
tations are based, particularly concerning
possible soaring in neighbouring North
Wales. We have also purchased a second
retrieving vehicle which will act as a useful
tender to the Kite. V.B.

FOR SALE & WANTED
Claujfi~ad.~rli'~,"~lfl.ca" "ow IN DCC~I'IM for lhi.
MDKazi,,~. Ral~' 011 tllJplft»lio" 10 TM Trlld~ hh.
AnocilltiDII Ltd., 57.6] MorI/mer Slr~d. W./.

Gliding instru-;tor required, must hold
"B.2" endorsement or equivalent. Salary
£E.50 per month with £E.20 allowances.
Apply giving full particulars to :-Secretary
General, Royal Aero Club, 26 Cherif
Pasha, Cairo, Egypt.

DFS OLYMPIA-Cheap for quick sale
full instrument panel-wheel-<urrent C.
of A-first reasonable offer. A.. Coulson,
5, Maudlin Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 5.

r~:e-:~~~~~~~s~~

~ (:bri~tma~ 3Jbta~ 1952 ~
~ The most acceptable gift to your gliding friends would be a set of uGLlDlNG" ~'If. from Vol. I, No. I to Autumn, 1952. Eleven copies, complete with leather cloth ~'lA binder-£2 post free. . M
"It. VICTORY CHRISTMAS CARDS ~

M Send your Season's Greetings with' a Gliding Christmas Card. Tastefully 'lA"It printed on fine art board, with lfn illustration taken from this month's front ,1-
~

cover. May be obtained NOW price 9d. each, post free-65/· I'er 100 to Member ~
Clubs.

Apply to the British Gliding Association,

~ "GLIDING" can be obtainedl;:o::~l ~.;' ~:~n:n~:~:: ~r from the following ~
~ overseas agents in Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, East Africa, and M
~ North America. ~

'1R SYDNEY: A. H. Ash, 3, Bowden Street, Parramatta, N.S.W. M
~ AUCKLAND: G. A. Hookings, 23, Yattendon Road, St. Heliers. ~

~
JOHANNESBURG; L M. Kayne, c/o Rand Flying Club, Rand Airport, ~

Germiston.
NAIROBI: A. F. Crouch, Nairobi Gliding Club, P.O. Box 259,

I Nairobi, Kenya. - ~
NEW YORK: The Warne Corporation, 132, Front Street, New York, 5.

(U.S. price 5OC. or S2 ann.).

L~~~~~sS~SS~~
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pilots are briefed to land on the upwind side
of a landing.mark placed 250 paces upwind
cfthe lee fence. Pilots are discouraged from
making dicey a.pproaches by being demoted
to a machine of lower category if they land
the wrong side of the mark.

The Club fleet has been augmented by
the purchase of another Cadet, though it
was speedily coRVerted to a Tutor by the
fitting of a spare pair of Tutor wings.

Flying totals, which by the end of June
had reached 2.629 launches and 193 hours.
are' being helped along 'by occasional
evening flying parties, which set out from
Bristol immediately after work on week-day
evenings.

AT the time of writing, all our activities
are centred on preparations for the

Rally. The Clubhouse renovation 'pro
gramme has had to 'give way to the more
urgent hard labour on the airfield ... bull
dozer, pick and shovel and bare hands
rolling boulders ... but we feel sure that
visiting pilots will appreciate the changes
wrought in the landscape, and turn a blind
eye to minor defects such as lack of interior
decoration in the Club house,

We have been ()verwhelmed by the most
generous offers of help. Pye Radio is loan
ing and installing two walkie-talkie sets so
that we can maintain radio contact with
machines in flight, and Shell·Mex are giving
valuable assistance in a number of direc
tions.

API'lications for membership are rolling
in daily, and club members are rallying
round with inexhaustible energy, patience
and bright ideas. We only hope that those
taking part in the Rally will enjoy it as
much as we are enjoying getting ready for
them.' '

In spite ofpressure ofRally preparations,
Henry poktor, who gained his C early this
summer, has found time to gain his Silver
C duration, during which flight he reached
3,100 fL ,above take-off. The Slingsby
Group trainees now have three A's and a
B, and an enthusiastic group of members
have enrolled for training which is now
availabl': every week-end at Sutton Bank,
under instructor Allan Pratt.

Bristol Gliding Club

WE have long felt that the weather
doesn't often give us a square deal

at Lulsgate, and it is very heartening to find
that our pilots can still put up a good show
when weather condi ions are reasonable,
as they were during the last week in July.

It is an all·too-familiar experience at
Lulsg<!te to find it surrounded by promising
looking cumulus clouds whi(h all lie many
miles away, while the well-watered and
poorly-drained coun1fY around the prox
imity of the Bristol Channel keep the skies
above devoid of any lift-producing cloud.
~ at the Whitsun Camp, we frequentlyfind
that we can soar for an hour or so around
the 2,000 ft. mark, but the lift rarely extends
high enough to permit a Silver C climb, or
a good start to a crQss<ountry. Too often
the bold spirits who have eSS<lyed a cross
country under thes~conditionshave had to
land before they could reach the better
country to the west. .

Ho,wever, a Soaring Camp held at Luls
gate from 21st-27th July happened to come
at the end of a long spell of hot sunny
weather which had dried out the damp low
lying country nearby, while northerly
breezes brought unstable air from inland,
so that for once the curuMJus formed in
quantity and quality ove~ulsgate.

On 25th July Mike Hodgson, a pilot who
had only recently converted to the Olympia,
flew 91 miles to Launceston in Cornwall,
reaching 4,700 ft. a.s.l. on the way. He
thereby won his Silver C height and distance
and broke the Club distance record. The
previous day Bill Moreton had won his
distance leg by taking the Grunau 39 miles
to Broadwinsor, Dorset, while Mike Garnett
had obtained his Silver C height by climbing
the Olympia to 4,850 ft. a.s.l. Garnett won
his distance leg on 26th July when he flew
the Olympia 52 miles to Thruxton. Several
other pilots were able to make climbs to
more than 4,000 ft. a.s.I. during the Camp.

The Summer Holiday Gliding Courses
are in full swing and proving as popular as
ever. Training is mainly by the se#:> method,
but the two-seater i~ used to give air
experience and instruction in stalls and
incipient spins, and also comes in useful
when the weather is unsuitable for solo
training.

Approaches and landings at Lulsgate
have shown a distinct improvement since
the introductiOn of a new rule whereby
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Sutton Bank Rally
.23rd-31st August

T
~RE !s .only time before. going to' press
In thIs ISSue to report brieflY'on the first

week-end of the meeting held by the York
shire Gliding Club at Sutton Bank, but it
is already clear that this rally has achieved
results better than anyone's most o~imistic
expectations.

Both Saturday 23rd and Sunday 24th
produced gentle soaring winds. with rather
little thermal activity. Whilst, therefore,
pilots did not have an opportunity to carry
out any startlina flights, from the spectators'
point of view conditions were ideal. On
Sunday over 3,000 spectators arrived, and
on both days a continual flow ofpassengers
were taken up in the two 1'-21 "s available.
A new feature of great public interest
was the fitting of these two-seaters with
radio lent generously by Messrs. Pye, with
the result that those on .the ground could hear

the comments and instructions ofpassengers
and pilot in flight.

A second extremely popular attraction
was an ancient primary suspeooed on one
of Slingsby's new ground-tra.in.ina tripods.
Members of the public flocked to' pay a
shilling a time to try out their ability at the
controls of a real (if sli2htly improbable)
aircraft.

Two Silver C duration flights were achiev
ed on the 23rd; also a visiting Olym.pia from
the Mynd attempted a Silver C distance
flight, but landed 13 miles away.

Many of the old pre-war faces were there.
and in addition a new post-war crop of
enthusiasts, of whom we shall be hearing
more and more as time plods on its irrevoc
able way.

Sutton Bank is still the most beautiful
gliding site in England. With the funds
raised at this meeting and the abounding
enthusiasm of Yorkshire G.C. and New
castle G.C. members, it has only to ra~ its
sights to providing facilities up to Silver C
standard to resume its rightful place as one
of our leadin,g sites.-C.

WORLD CHAMPION
All British .. SKY" Sailplane entries in the
International Championships in Spain were
fitted with .. COS I M" VARIOMETERS

Philip Wills who secured 1st place using two
.. COSIMS " (one for total energy) writes:-

" I think this combination instrument gave me
an advantage over most of (he others-both
variometers behaved impeccably".

Write for Leaflet to:

CobJ>..SIater Instrument Co., Ltd.
RUTLAND STREET MATLOCK

TRLEPHONE: MATLOCK 438
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Royal Naval Gliding & ,

Soaring Association
Oxfor<l Gliding Club

THE club has now followed the modem
trend and started two-seat instruction

with a T-31 acquired (with a Beaverette and
a two drum winch) from the Hereford club.
Members who had flown only the Primary
found the two-seater sO much more sensitive
to the controls that they were at first taken
aback. But after a number of circuits they
easily mastered the new machine, and when
they again flew the Primary the effect was
most apparent, and circuits were almost
faultless. .

May and June were very busy months,
with 284 and 357 launches. In July, with Summer Camps.
the two-seater temporarily out of action, THE over-subscription to these camps,
and the student members away, launches mentioned in the Summer issue, grad
were still nearly 250. In the last three ually increased as the dates approached and
months, Ayres, Bolt, Sutlivan, Gales, it was finally arranged that the two camps
Brooks and Spiei have qualified for the B. were run at both the Midland and the

Soaring from winch launches has been Derbyshire and Lancashire Clubs-four
achieved on numerous occasions. The two- camps in all. A 10tal of 36 naval officers and
seater with Hall (a temporary member) and ratings attended the camps and 10 of them
Varley once managed to reach 1,500 ft. The stayed for both weeks. The first week,
Orunau syndicate, in spite of apparently beginning 21st July, had anticyclol)ic
spending most oftheir activitiesin carpentry, weather and was perfect for circuits and
finishing their very smart trailer, have made bumps; in the week. fdllowing, the con
some good flights. Herbert took his C from ditio!1s conveniently changed and good
a winch launch and was airbome for nearly westerlies blew on most days, though a
two hours on 26th June, aolStow in the .certain amount of rain also occurred.
same machine made a 1,OOO·metre c..imb The total number of certificates qualified
two days later, also from the winch, and he for was 14 A, 14 B, and 9 C, and in addition
and Varley in the Olympia were for a time many hours of. hill-soaring were accom
using the same thermal at over 4,000 ft. plished.. Most satisfactory results, and we
Stafford-AlIen got the height qualification are indeed most grateful to the two clubs
for the Silver badge on 26th July in the for taking on this invasion of naval aspir-
Olympia. ants to the sport of aerial yachting.

The few cross-country flights have been BI'llIlCh aUM.
of varied merit. Stow's landing at Weston-. Compared with last year there has so far
on-the-Green appears to have been a social been a noticeable and regrettable reduction
call. Varley's 12-mile flight on 10th August in the number of launches achieved. In the
was remarkable only for the number of main, it is the result of shortage of properly
fire-engines and ambulances which appeared qualifi«! instructors. The clubs at Lossie
on the scene. Goodall's flight in the mouth and Arbroath have hardly been
Olympia from a 1,500 ft. aero-tow on 13th active at all, but the other three at Gosport,
August was much more profitable. Lift Yeovi\ton and Eglinton have all been doing
was not very vigorous, and the maximum a fair amount of flying and are having to
height reached was a little over 3,000 ft., turn ~way prospective mem~rs in order
but he stayed up for nearly two tours and that a reasonable number of flIghts may be
landed 7 miles beyond Bedford., a distance given to alrea4Y existin& members.
of 49 miles, which leaves him only the Displays.
height qualification for the Si1ver badge. The association has been called upon to

The club had its·first soaring visitor when provide gliding displays at several naval
John Hickling landed a1 Kidlington after air station "air days", and also had the
his fine flight from the Mynd. Other visitors, honour of doing so at the Royal Aeronaut
who brought their Kite. II by road, have ~cal Society's Garden Party a1 White
been Fisher and Worley from G1ouceste,r. Waltham. A.G.G.
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A WELL·PAID JOB
Pay compares well with a professional
career in civilian life. A lieutenant,
married and over 25 years of age, can
earn over £1,000 p.a. An 8-year short
service commission brings a tax-free
gratuity of £1,500, and one in every
five officers is offered a permanent
commission.

leave and opportunities to sce foreign
lands.

YOU can fly as an officer in Naval
Aviation during National Service or
on Short Service Commission. You
should be between 17 anJ 24 years of
age, physically fit, with a School
Certificate that includes a pass in
Maths. or a General ·Certificate of
Education with a pass in English,
Maths. and one optional subject, or
equivalent qualifications in Scotland.
Post coupon below for full details.

A VITAL JOB
The aircraft carrier is now the ~pear

head of the Royal Navy. Its long-range
strike aircraft, modern jet fighters and
powerful anti-submarine aircraft to
gether make up the Navy's hardest
hitting weapons of attack and defence.

A NAVAl JOB
The Officer Pilots and Observers who
fly in Naval Aviation are first and
foremost Naval Officers. They are
taught to fly in the Navy: they fly
Naval pl,anes designed and built for
the Navy and they keep up their
seamanship duties as well. They are
officers in a famous fighting service.

AN ADVENTUROUS JOB
Flying has thrills in its own right.
When you combine it with life at sea,
it becomes about the best career an
active man can have - a job he can be
proud to do. Naval aircrews do their
flying all over the world, with generous

FACTS about Flying in the

ROYAL NAVY

r----------'--------------- ----------.
I TO Admiralty, C.W. Branch (C.P, 121 I Queen Anne's I
I Mansions, London, S.W.I. Pleas~ send me details I
I without obligation of National Service/Short Service I
I (" whichever applies). I
I Name __ I
I II Address ' - -.- ......-. I
I Age I,
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Cambridge University

Gliding Club

We have not bee" able to utilise, our
second Grunau as much as we should like
because we have not been able 10 operate
more than one line, except over the EasIer
week~nd. There is no doobt that two lines
are essential to ensure utilisation of four
aircraft on a flat site, and we hope next year
we will be able 10 do lhis.

As a tailpiece we might menlion that we
find a reef knot in the piano wire used for
auto-launching works better than the old
"nut, bolt and washer" method. There were
a lot of sceptics at first, but now all are
convinced and it is both cheaper and
quicker. Knots wear out in about 10
launches, so that provided all knots are
replaced before the beginning of each day's
flying, ·no trouble should be experienced.

A.J.D.D.

I N JuJ'!C ~ Club Camp enjoyed the kind
hospltahty of Derby & Lancs. Over. 50

hours flying were ,obtained, but the visit
was sadly marred by the demise of the
veteran Cambridge I, "Pons". For the
second time in his first 9 months ofgliding,
A. McDougall exceeded 8,000 ft. in the
Prefect in a standing wave, and he also
completed his Silver C with a fli&ht of 55
miles.

In recent months two town members, V.
Pollard and Bill Parr, have both done Silver
C cross-countries to the vicinity of South
end.

At the beguming ofAugust a party visited
Pont St. Vincent in France, and although
they were not so fortunale with their flying
as the earlier visitors from the Surrey Club,
Barbara .A1exander completed her Silver C
with a 50-mile flight to Thionville near the
Luxemburg frontier, and all the participants
thoroughly enjoyed their holiday. Reports

. that "The Wheel came off the Hearse" is
heading the French hit-parade should not
be taken too' seriously, but several educative
songs aoout monks and various other
French institutions have been added to the
Cambridge repertoire.
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Army Gliding Club

Our two-seater and John Free continue
to be over-utilised, and John has already
had 150 hours fiying in the last five months,
which is more tban he did in the whole of
last year. John's enthusiasm and hard work
is at the back of a great deal of the club's
activities.

Mid-week courses are all completely
booked up for the rest of the season, and
on one day, August 14th, every single
member of a course of 8 had soaring flights
of between 20-45 minutes. The two-seater
did not spend much time on the gqJum!
that day. ,

CLUB activity continues at a high level
compared with last year, with 3,626

launches logged in the five months March
July. July was a good month with 392
launches and 154 hours 25 minutes flying
time. Our launching~iency has improved
tremendously, thanks to Charles Dorman,
Bob Hopkins and the many other members
of the M.T. Section. Stripped gears, worn
out engines, broken half-shafts are replaced
almost without a pause in the launching.

Cross-country flying is the only side of
the club which has done less this year, but
this' has been more than compensated for
by a great increase in loca.l soaring flights,
and on many occasions the whole club fleet
of four aircraf. has been soaring and a
launch-line waiting with nothing to do.
Silver C height legs have been gained by
Morrison, Dorman, Adair, Perkins,
Gamblin, Wright and Mrs. Deane-Drum
mond. Stuan Morrison got his distance
with a 6O-mile flight to Crarifield; but
undoubtedly the cake must go to Calin
Bennett, who completed the first alJ-Lasham
Silver C, by soarina the Grunilollocally for
5 hours 45 minutes, most # it at about
5,000 ft.

Local thermal-soaring has also qualified
for their Cs, Gamblin, Wenham, Milne,
Kerridge, Dumas, Adair, Plummet, Wright,
and Hopkins, and except for Wenham and
the last two, all were ab.initio pilots trained
by the Club. Nearly all these have now
logged several hours local thermal soaring
and are hoping for their chance at a Silver
C.



r------ -.-----
lONE CHAMPION

GREETS ANOTHER!

"AUTOBRITE" - FAMOUS CAR POLlSH
PLAYED PART IN HELPING BRITISH TEAM
TO VICTORY AT MADRID-
Entirely on their own initiative certain members
of the British Gliding Team competing in the 1952
World Championships (including the New Wo.r1d
Champion) treated their sailplanes wi~h "AUTO
BRITE", the high gloss polish which was found
10 reduce air resistance and materially assist the
British Victory. We heartily congratulate the new
World Champion and members of the British
(jlider Team. Below are two extracts from their
actual letters.

I
i

11

Mrs. GEOFFREY STEPHENSON says:
"/t was 1 wlw found 'AUTOBRITE'

the very first week it was on the market.
Truly il is wonderful stuff. We have got half
the London team usilllf it. We used it on
Ihe'Sky' ·through last year's champion
ships, and it was the only thing that
removed the acid dirt formed by cloud
fiying over industrial towns. The Squadron
uader who gl'lJerously I~nds us both his
'Sky' and his car says Ilrey are always
returned like new-we use nothing but
-A UTOBRITE' on both!"

NEEDS NO SEPARATE CLEANER
CLEANS, POLISHES & PROTECTS
IN ONE OPERATION!

Mr. LORNE W~LCH says:
.. We used 'A UTOBRTTE polish 011

both the 'Sky' and the 'Vanguard' in
Spoin. The polish .is very good; it is
easy to pUl on and very little work is
required getting a good polish. Dust
is easily wiped off without further
polishing."

CAR POLISH
Sold under "Money Back" Guarantee. Obtainable from Garages., Dealers and Stores.

Manufactured and Distributl'd by

E, R. HOWARD LTD. u3-IN-ONE" WORKS, STOWMARKET, Suffolk
for the Proprietors lI. S. lion!: co. LTD., LONDON, w.e.l.
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East Midlands R.A.F.
Gliding Club

THIS club was formerly the Bomber
Command Gliding Club, and was

operating from R.A.F. Upwood last year.
Under the reorganisation scheme of the
R.A.F.G.SA. the club was moved to
R.A.F. SCampton, Lincoln, and commenced
operations in May this year. It serves
stations in: the Lincolnshire and Notting
hamshire areas, and enquiries from pros
pective members have amounted to about
100 persons, most of whom are untrained
or have the A certificate.

The club equipment consists of a Kirby
Cadet, an Eon Baby and an Eon Olympia.
These are all in use at present. In addition
we have a Slingsby T-31 two-seater which
has been partially completed frorn a kit of
parts, and a very ancient and weatherbeaten
Falcon TII which' needs extensive repairs
before being made airworthy again. Launch
ing is by winch, and a Jeep is used as the
club maid-of-all-work-cable retrieving,
trips for spares and general running about.

Club officials include the following:
C.EI., Flt.Lt. J. F. P. Archbold; Chief
Technical Officer, Sgt. W. D. Carnpion;
Secretary and Treasurer, F1t.Lt. F. Ridgway.

Among the members, including the
above, we have four Silver Cs and several
Cs, and names include Sgt. Myrtle May
(W.R.A.F.), Cpl. J. S. Williamson, and Cpl.
"Ricky" CoBins (W.R.A.F.), in addition
to a large number of very keen learners.

So far, we ha1fe not made any outstanding
flights, but thermals should be plentiful in
the right conditions. We are situated on
the "Lincoln Edge", which is a low lime
stone ridge running from near Grantham
and petering out north of us towards the
Humber.

Club policy is take members up to Silver
C stage, using the T-31 for basic training,
When it is finished, and soaring training in
the Baby and the Olympia. We hope to pay
a visit to our hospitable friends at Camphill
in the near future.

We have hopes of prospecting a ridge .
near' here, on the western side of the
Lincolnshire Wolds. The s.lope has a good
profile and is unobstructed; it reaches 450
feet and extends for about three miles
north/south, so it ought to provide some
lift in a west wind. This remains to be seen.

J.F.P.A.,

Scottish Gliding Union

WB have now become accustomed to the
Olympia. No longer is its nonchalant

circling at 3,000 ft. followed minutely by a
host of eager eyes. A short three months
has seen the first trepidant launches followed
by rapidly growing .familiarity, several
flights of over 90 minutes and three Silver
C legs, two heights and, wonder ofwonders,
a cross-eountry.

TIle laurel wreath for achieving the first
Silver C distance in Scotland now rests on
the brow of Pip Pearce, who flew the 35
miles to Carnoustie ac;ross th.e Tay Estuary
in It hours, climbing to 3,000 feet and an
inversion in each offour neatly-spaced blue
sky thermals. The height legs went to
Andrew Thorburn and Bill Lawson, both
of whom climbed to 5,000 feet-Bill in a
cu-nim.

All this has been made possible by the
Kemsley Flying Trust, whom we must tbank:
for the generous terms accorded to our Club
in the purchase of this machine.

The thennals have not been the mopopoly
of the Olympia either. Both the T-21B and
the Tutor have been finding lift regularly,
and now that the Tutor is fitted with a belly.
hook which gives an average launch of
1,100ft., that elusive first thermal is brought
within easier reach.

There is, of course, nothing more calcu
lated to invigorate club members than the·
sight of winches and retrieving cars lying
idle and all the machines circling at cloud
base. Consequently ground engineering has
gone ahead with renewed enthusiasm. The
most notable achievement in this field has
been Jimmy Rae's conversion of the club's
Fordson tractor into a mobile winch emi
nently suited for the rough terrain ofBishop
Hill. The cable drum is bolted direct to a
power take-off, and a massive roller box:
and cable guide is suspended over the off.
side front wheel. First tests show plenty of
power and promise an invaluable addition
to club equipment.

The Club's Holiday week 2nd-9th August
was badly hit by the weather, but never
theless a fair number of launches were put
in. Highlight ofthe week was a spot-landing
competition arranged by BiJI Lawson, who
himself landed right on the spot "just to
show what was wanted". Everyone enjoyed
thenselves and this holiday is assured of a
permanent place in the S.G.U. calend.ar.

R.L.P.
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R. B. PULLIN & C·O LTD
Manufacturers of Electrical Turn and Slip Ifldicators for

Service. Commercial and Glider Aircraft

PHOENIX WORKS • BRENTFORD . MIDDLESEX
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1-". details 'rom the Secretory, loshom 1-erodrome. HonlS

......................
13th December, 1952

SURREY GLIDING CLUB

Surrey & Imperial College
Gliding Club

Midland Gliding Club

WE are very much on the up-and-up.,
. with 50 new members since January.

COnseqU<:ntly a report of our activities.
would almost fil1 a complete issue of
GLIDING. Here are some of the highlights:-

Whitsuntide provided excellent weather
on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday for club
members; meanwhile the Blue Olympia was
in Derbyshire defending a beer-tray origin
ally presented in 1937 and won in that year
by the Midland Club. A flight on Sunday of
51 miles to York by Hickling and one on
Monday by T. Adams of 85 miles to near
Boston resulted in the return of the tray to
the bar overlooking Wales.

Perhaps the best day for convection
during the period was 7th June. Hickling
set off for Lympne but undershot by 100
miles, landing at Kidlin,gton, the Oxford
Club's headquarters; but fortunately his
speed was sufficient to bag the lOO-km.
speed record (U.K. Local) at 32 m.p.h.
Also on this day David Ince reached 7,500
ft. on anout·and·return attempt to Welsh
pool. Stan Jones obtained Silver C height
and Alan Pickup duration.

On 15th June Doe Cotton landed a1
Shofden (18 miles) on a distance leg attempt.

A wave appeared on 21st June, lifting
John HorrelJ in T-21 to 5,200 ft. a.s.1. and
Rick Prestwich in Blue Olympia to 7.fXJ)
ft. a.s.l.

On Saturday, 28th June, T. Adams visited
a garden party oy air at Abbotts Bromley
(45 miles) but had to do his own retrieve.

July Camll.-This started with a roaring
east wind .and finished with an equally
strong west wind; but, in between. 165
hours were piled up,-ilil fact, on Saturday.
12th July, the club record for one day's
flying was easily broken when 86 hrs. 25
mins. were flown. Part of this total was
contributed by a contingent from Cranfield
with a Tutor and a Grunau JIb. They
succeeded in doing 77 hours, plus 8 Cs and
one Silver C completed, during their ]4
days' stay.

The Royal Naval G.S.A. will not regret
their visit in July. In the first week 8 memo
Dei's. obtained B certificates from scratch;
the following week 8 more obtained C's.

Aagust Camp.-This Club Camp was
reinforced. by visitors from northern parts
in the form of the Newcastle Petrel and
Meise; also a syndicate Olympia from

BAR and BUFFET

(mOle or Ius)and Pantomim~

CHRISTMAS PARTY
...

SINe!' the last notes, Tony Dram has
. compl~ted his Silver C with a trip to

Detling (72 miles) and five hours spent at
Harting Hill, our nearest soarable slope on
the SO\lth Downs.

Bill Tonkyn and our secretary, Malcolm
Laurie, have also been to DetIing. Two C's
have been obtained in thermals in the
uninstrumented Tutor,. by John Jcffrics and
Johnny Johnston. The Weihe and the
second Tutor are now flying again after
their Os ofA, and together with our various
visitors it is not an uncommon sight at
week-ends to see over a dozen gliders at or
above the laundling poinl.

During the first week in September there
is a private course for the Iraq, Petroleum
Company's members, followed b)' the fort
night's course as alfel!.dyadyertised.

The most notable incident during the last
quarter was the subsidence of the Silver
Tutor onto a plantation of saplings just
outside the aerodrome, Th.e de-rigging'
whilst treeborne was thoroughly .enjoyed,
and the only damage, a small fabric tear,
was not considered sufficient to prevent it
being test-flown the same afternoon.

Subject to the Cs of A, we may be keep
ing an Olympia at another site this winter,
so as to give our members an opportunity
of slope-soaring. And, talking of winter,
our Christmas party will be held on
Saturday, 13th December, this year, ~
make a note of it.

FANCY DRESS
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I
SOARING

ONE of the few mag22ines. in
the world devoted exclusively
to motorless flight. Sample
copies 30 cents each.

• • •
Active Membership in the So:lJing.
Society of America which includes a
year's subscription to Soaring, S~.oo.

• • •
SlIIJuy;pliOIIt. S..~i.g iw/wling
AI_i.t, M,lIIltmlsip $3.00.

Soaring Society of America, Inc.
Post Office Box 71, Elmira, N.Y.

GLIDING TIES
SCARVES SQUARES

Prices 12/6,23/-,35/- respectively.
Postage 3d. extra. Silver sailplanes
on navywith diagonal gold stripes.
Export prices and sample mater
ialon request.

WINCH CABLE
1,200 yd. lengths £10 to £ 15
depending on quality. Sp~cial

lengths on request. Available for
export.

NEW TYPE COVERS FOR
"GUDING"

Binds 12 issues-three years.
Maroon, gold letters. 15/-.
Discount to member clubs.

The Brilish Gilding Association
1.oadonderry Ho.....

19 Park Lane
LolKlan W.I

GLIDER DOCfOR

~--.---
On site repairs and overhauls.

Major and minor modifications.
Service of A.R.B. approved design

organisation.
Instrument overhauls.

Cadet for sale "itb C. of A.. or lIS
spares.

Sal. A_,. for die Dew Roorsiftki &110
&rapb 35,000 ft. _ke or cbart. Slre.alined
aad rugged _liDO. Powmol ckickwork.
T" pncticaJ _ .... 10 I" BaroVapb problem.

B.se al
ARMY CLUB, LASHAM

Permanenl Add,....
D. CAMPBELL.

BIM GLIDER DOCTOR
LONDON, W.C.I

THE
DERBYSHIRE AND LANCASHIRE

GLIDING CLUB
CamphilJ

Great Hucklow
Derbyshire

Initial trammg and soaring
instruciion in two-seaters by
experienced qualified Instructors.

Intermediate and High
Performance Flying

Link Trainer
Private Owners Accommodated.

Dormilory and Canleen Facilities and
comfortable Club House accommodation.

Resident Steward and Stewardes•.

Well equipped Workshop and
full-time Ground Engineer.

Writl for pillrtieuJ..r, of nu",bn',bip to 11s1

SlCI'ltillry.
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A.R.S.

Tutors, but lift was not sood. Even though
there was a strong south·westerly wind, the
first launch at 10.00 hrs. on August Sunday
proved that there wall very little lift over
the cliffs, but subsequent launches showed
that it was rapidly getting stronger. The
lift was not on the usual broad band in
front of the cliffs, but was very patchy and
seemed to be affected by small cumulus
coming off the sea, their cloud base being
about 1,SOO ft. The Olympia and Tutor
reached 1,100 It. and 1,000 ft. res/?Fctively,
but could get no higher. Alan Sunmon<!s
went along to Beachy H~'(j in the Olympia
but found poor lift so returned to the Seven
Sisters; both he and ROD WiUbie in a Tutor
completed their five hours. The next day,
Bank Holiday Monday, the same wind was
blowing and soaring continued until 3 p.m. ;
by.then the wind had veered and decreased.
However, circuits for the rest of the day
were extended to about ]0 minutes duration
by flying over the cliffs. Over 30 hours were
flown during the Bank Holiday for over
80 launches.

We have had a few therrnals on one Of
two· week-ends, but they have been very
small and broken. The T-21b climbed to
1,300 ft. in the hands of Jai:k GodIey on one
day, and on another David Parsey kept it
in the air for 20 minutes.

In the evening of Saturday, 19th July, the'
wave over the Cuckmere Valley appeared.
Ron Willbie and Ellis of the London Club
went as far up the valley as Alfriston at
1,500 ft.

David Parsey, Jo Hahn and Alan Sim
monds went to Madrid to see the Inter
national Championships. They had a very
good. holiday and the trip was made even
more worth whjle by the 'success of British
pilots and sailplanes. To Philip Wills we
all offer our eongratulations. We do 'on the
oth.er hand fecI sorry that such bad luck
'should have befallen Frank Foster.

Don Snoograss and Jack Godley have
been on their annual trip to France; this
year they went to a gliding club at Blois.
Both did flights of about 55 kms., so com
pleting theirSilverC's. Don, who was flying
a Grunau Baby, landed at an aerodrome at
Orleans.. and Jack in a Castell 311 landed
at anotner aerOdrome nearby. They both
reached ·6,000 ft. OIl the way. They seem .to
have enjoyed their visit very much, and i,t
seems t.he Frenli:h club could not have done
more for them.

J.H.H.

SQuthdown Gliding Club

Derbyshire. On Saturday, T. Adams was
the only cross-country aspirant, doing his
"milk run" home to Sandan, near Stafford,
40 miles.

Sunday reSembled the national contests,.
with five cross-countries (this must be
another Mynd record). Tony Ooodhart
arrived with his brother, rigged the Meise
and was off, landing at Rugby, 70 miles,
after gaining 12,000 ft. on the way. Pick
flew the Petrel to Cannock, Murray did a
goal flight to Lichfield (40 miles) for his
Silver C in the Derby Olympia, John Cotton
fell short ofhjs distance by landing the Blue
Olympia at Perton (30 miles), and Harry
Primrose made a trip to Wenlock Edge in
the Red Oi.ympia. On Monday Roger
Di~~on flew his Olympia to Lichfield.

During the camp period of 9 days, 114
hours were flown.

The outcome of all this activity is that,
since January, 1,050 hours have been flown
and a good proportion of our new people
have taken certificates.

Snu. we wait for a cO,mplete Silver C ~n
our own Club machInes. The Olympia

has spent a lot of time this summer at
Lasham, inl;:luding ten days at the end of
July, and there have been some very good
efforts :at cross.country flying, but none
were quite far enough. We. seem to have
missed the best week-ends. Do'n Snodgrass
went to Romsey on an anticycl0nic and hazy
day; Ray Brigden got half way to Friston,
but was forced down when conditions
deteriorated, and Dr. Jameson flew as far
as Ringwood but this was off a 2,000 ft.
aero-tow, so did not qualify for his Silver
C distance. We have, however, gained two
more height legs; Don Snoograss reached
4,200 ft. on his cross-country and George
Constable climbed ,to 5,100 ft.; again this
was at Lasham. We have decided that next
year we shall have to put even more into
flying the 'Olympia at such places as
Lasham.

During the summer months the cliffs have
produced soaring conditions on three
occasions, ·on Whit Sunday, on saturday,
21st June, and at August Bank Holiday.
On Whit Sunday 25 houi's were flown by
tbetwQ Tutors and T-21b. David Parsey
and Or. Jameson went to Beachy Head in
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A DOCKERS' SCHEME
PROVIDES THE FINISHING TOUCH
THAT EVERY SAILPLANE NEEDS

FULL Y A.I.D. AND A.R.B. APPROVED

The technical services of our Aircraft Materials

Department are freely at your service.

DOCKER BROTHERS
Q7-4t~ c/-~a-h. ~,- -d J~,IN-~;-r

LADYWOOD . BIRMINGHAM. 16

THE BAROGRAPH ~"

was used when the following new records
for sailplanes were established:

U.s.A. A ne.w record for long distance
flight by]ohnson, 861 km. (536 miles).

INDIA An Indian record by Dr. Zipkes,

SOUTH AFRICA A new Swiss record
by R. Comte by reaching an altitude of
9056 m. (29,703 feet).

PERAVIA Ltd.

BERNE ISWITZERLAND
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Newcasde Gliding Cub

SINCE we reported that permission had
been obtained for us to operate on

Newcastle Municipal Airport at Woolsing
ton, we have focussed attention on the
overhllul of both the T-21 and the Tutor
for club use, and major alterations to the
winch. Most ofthe credit for the completion
of this work must go to O'Grady, Tate and
Anderson.

We are also greatly indebted to Basil
Meads for the efforts he has made on our
behalf in overcoming the many obstacles
which had been preventing our tenancy of
the Airport.

Flying activities were delayed at first, but
since temporary accommodation was made
available we have had over 70 training
launches in the T-21, and are now adding
Tutor flying.

For the first time there ha,s been a queue
of aircraft to enter the workshop at the
City Headquarters. Bill Tweedy, Jack
Anderson and O'Grady were overhauling
the Blue Kite for renewal of C. of A. while
Andy Coulson and the Olympia were wait
ing to get into the workshop.

The Tutor was passed for C. of A. and
test-flown on August 13th, when Shot!
earned the first civilian club certificate for
t1)is site. Jorgen Blom (C pilot), a Dane
here for two months, has had two hours
soaring a Tutor at Sutton Bank.

Kylo and Morphett are being trained as
winch drivers; Tony Morphett is from
Australia.

Our activities at the Airport have so far
dovetailed satisfactorily with the operations
of the Aero Club and Charter firmS. A
sheet of operating instructions for aero
drome access and procedure has been issued
to all Pilot and Observer members.

Mrs. Tate has a team of char's lined up
to clc;an out the Air Charter WaitingRoom.

We were delighted to welcome Gerry
Smith and his crew at our City Headquarters
after the National Air Race meeting, where
their exhibition flight in the Sky was much
appreciated.

We are glad to report the return to home
ground of lan Wilton and Allan Curry.

It is important that members should
attend at City 'Headquarters either Monday
or Friday evenings to ascertain the weekly
programme, because mid-week flying is
always taking, place at short notice.

A.P.M.

Oublin Gliding Cub

ALTHOUGH gliding and soaring got off to
a good start in Dublin during the

thirties with the formation of the semi·
military Baldonnel Club and the Volunteer
Force Club, the movement was, so to speak,
strangled at birth by the outbreak ofWorld
War II. As in Great Britain, 1946 saw a
revival here, but after some three years of
sporadic activity the Baldonnel Club wound
up. Protracted negotiations with the
Department of Defence finally resulted in
the transfer of the Club's aircraft into
civilian hands and thence into the possession
of the present Dublin Gliding Club.

Elementary training commenced early
this summer at Weston Aerodrome (by
arrangement with Captain Kennedy), the
trainer being an open Dickson Prirna:ry
kept on a short tow·line in view of the win,g
section (GOttmgen!) with its uncomfortably
high lift. Its last slide ended with a com
pound fracture of the port wing ,and,
fortunately, an uninjured pupil. Repairs
were delayed, so we cast about. for a more
modern trainer, and found a suitable Cadet'
with one of the services Clubs convenient
to London (i.e., Northolt}. We ,expect to
have this machine in the air by the time of
public;ation. The old Dickson will then go
into honourable retirement on a tripod.

The precious G.B.Il has not been flown
by us as yet, nor will it be until our "C"
men have had refresher courses with a craft
somewhat lower on the performance scale.
A pair of Tutor wings is here indicated as
the next step.

A member's rebuilt Scud will shortly
take its place in the hangar, while we are
on the trail of a crated Dagling Pr4nary
with wings in kit form which, we ho~. will
provide some indoor work during the
winter.

Members holding British C Certificates
are : K. Mellor, (Instructor), J. Simonds
(Met. man), and J. Quinn. There are also,
five holders of British A licences.

The position with regard to the issue of
certificates in this country has not yet been
formalised. We are at the disadvantage of
having to break new ground with gliding
here, and feel somewhat of an orphan club,
lacking a parent body like the B.G.A. The
B.G.A., it should be mentioned, has been
most helpful in many ways, as has also been
the Bristol Club. We take this opportunity
of thanking them both.
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The right type
WHEN THE CHOICE OF SAILPLANE TO REPRESENT
BRITAIN, ARGENTINE AND HOLLAND HAD TO BE MADE
THEY CHOSE THE TYPE 34a~~--

'THE SLINGSBY SKY
World Champion PHILlP WILLS writes;

The SKY is a superb competition aircraft ... not onl~ a good performer but
a strong and serviceable aircraft.

JOSE ORTNER, ARGENTINE, also writes:
The SKY has pmved itself to be a competitioll sailplane ofthe first order

and you have pr:oved yourselves excellent designers and manufacturers.

MESSRS. SLINGSBYSAILPLANES LTD' KIRBYMOORSIDE • YORK.

BE.E.N

Flying Club;

Cardiff Aeroplane Club.
~~

.~=-

IRVINf~ CHUTES

TO

I RVI N

INCLUDING Newc~tl~'di('
Gliding Club; Surrey. Gliding b ,

Cambridge Ur:liver$ity Gliding I . Id
/ .

Furness Gliding Club; Leice ~ e li n

Gliding Club; SCQttish C

Club; Derby

Redhill Flying

Hampshire School

SUPPLIE.D

ICKNIELD WAY LE TC.Y WORTH HERTS



WESTERN AIRWAYS BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
• Imm"diote Capacity for overhauls & ,epolrs.

• Extensive spores stocks h"ld Includln, Fob,lc,
Dopo and Point, PI¥,wood, ....0.5. po,ts.
Koenest prlces. Enquhles welcomed.

.Over 500 major repair. and oyC!rhauls ,com-
pleted on 011 types of Sollplones & Glidors

• Immediate on site '9polr service.

• Estlmotos free.

WESTON AIRPORT. Weston-super-Moro
{Phone WESTON-SUPER-MARE 27001

Alii Initio t,0In'"9 at Lu'sgat,o, Bristol.
HIII-Soorlnll at Roundway Hili, Devi,."s.

Fleet 0' 8 Clircraft. including Olvmpla. Grunau•
Tuto" Cadet & Sedb"r,h 2-St,.

MINIMUM Subscriptions MAXIMUM Facilities

A $crie' of Summer .H~li.day GI!ding Counes lor b~ginneq

will b. conducted weck1v durinl{l Ihe Summer of 1951
Write for dellils and available d~teJ.

We cordially inyite membersh:1'
Wro'e BRISTOL GLIDING Cl!UB Tel., 8179~

102 Coombo Lon". Prlstol. 9

OXFORD GLIDING CLUB
is trainin/'t pupils ab initio at

OXFORD AIRPORT, KIDLINGTON
Subscription [~ p.a. No mtrance fee.

Training flights by winch launch 2/6 each on
T~I Two-seater, Eon Primaty and Kitby
Cadet.
Aetotowing can be arranged (except Mondays)
by phone with the Goodhew Aviation Co.,

KIDLINGTON 2291.

For details of mem/lmHp, write to:
R. M. H. Goodall, Oriel College, Oxford

MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LTD.
rhe Lonlll Mynd, Shropshir..

rolopholl0 No. linley 206

Ab ~itio training to high-performar'lc. "caring
Club f1clltl of, Seven S"ilplanel including Iwo ~ull·

Con1rol Two-Scalers. Resident Ground En~inoer

Ca!ering and' dormi~ory accommocla1iofl

New "'embers are welcome, parliculars from the
Hon. Sec.,- 5. H. Jon"s. 409 Hq;l"y Road.

fdllbaston, Blrmlnlllham, 17

SCOTTISH GUDING UNION LTD.
I!olado Airfield, Milnathort, Kln,oss-shlre

Ab-initio training ~t 8alado A~rficld

Hill Soarin9 at 6ishophiU, Klluou

Heel of 7 Aircraft inc!uding Two-soater

Excellent catering and Dormitory Facilities

Summer Holid'ay Courses of seven days d'uralion

aro held each year. BCSlinnerl and' others are wolcome

Subscription £3·3-0 Entr¥' F"o £1-1-0
Launc:-'es ]'. Soaring 1"'.. per hour

W~ile IQ. Iho Secret.:;ry lor lurlher delails

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Lasham Aerodrome

Nr. Alton, Hants.
HERRIARD no

Ab-initio tr~ining on T2lh lwo sentcr with ex
perienceJ qualified instructors. Five sa!lplanes
fur cross-country soaring. \'V'inch Lnunches,
Subscription £6.6.0. p.n. En'lrarlCe,c4.4.0

Training Flights 2/6 cncn
Sailpbncs I ~/o per hour.

Associate Membets (No entrance) J..I. I .0. p.a
DetJifs /'0111 Secrelar)"

HOII. Secre[ary
YorkMhire Gliding Club
Mi!l8 Sue Pllrkc
N~rlands. Middh:<:a"'e Roar'

. )taltnn. York"

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB and
NEWCASTLE GLlD,ING ClUB

LONDON GLIDING CLUB
Dunstable Downs, ~4!dfordshire

Telephone Dunstobl.., 419 ,. 1055
OfTers. sjt~ of l4~ acres with s-oaring r:-idgc and

permanent hangar. club house-., workShops, donny
hou&es and restaurant.

C'luD fleet includes 2 dual 2.s~aters• .2 Ofympias,
Gull IV. PrefocI. Grunau 1·1. Tutors. Cad<ts anJ
Primaries.

Laun\:hing by two drum winch Link Tra in.:r

Resident Instructor and Engineers
Flying every day e:{cept Tuesday

Eorrance Fee £5-5-0. Annual subscription £6-6-0

Sutton 237sunON BANK YORKSHIRE

Hill Soarin~ and Ab-Initio Training

Chlb Fleet includes: DUAL TWO SEAlER,
GRUNAt'. TUTOR, CADE"T,aiid PRhtARY AIRCRAloT

WriTe for fur/her details:
IIOJ" Secretary
Newcnslle Gliding Oluh
11 Lovaine Place
Newcaslle Upon Tyn~ J




